Chapter 1
You can't defend. You can't prevent.
The only thing you can do is detect and

Introduction
1.1

respond………………..Bruce Schneier

Motivation

Information technology (IT) has witnessed a tremendous development in the recent
decade, it has influenced almost every circle of our life. Advancements in hardware
and software designs coupled with sophistication in communication technology have
made IT an integral part of human life. From palmtop to laptop and from normal
desktop station to a complex network machine; today variety of interesting gadgets
are available to match user requirements. It has now become an established fact that
IT has been quite well absorbed in our lives and any thought of living without it is
nearly impossible.
The exponential adoption of computer system in our society for official, business,
social, leisure and commercial purposes have generated many security challenges.
There is an increase in the number of incidents involving security breaches, loss of
private and confidential data, system and service unavailability etc. The span of
network security threats is getting wider and wider, it may ranges from stealing an
onion-bhaji recipe from a personal laptop to a top secret information stored in a
military intelligence server. It may entails eavesdropping on credit card details during
an online purchase or may be a crash of much demanded web resource maliciously.
These multi-faceted threats to computer networks have made the context of security
quite complex and challenging. It can be said that the sophistication in hacking
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technology is matching pace with the development in IT industry. As a response, the
span of network security has been revisited and the concept is no more restricted to
anti-virus, anti-spyware and anti-malwares. Today, Network Security has grown up as
an industry where the efforts are to develop sophisticated software and hardware
platforms to detect and prevent network threats. Practically the concept of computer
security has been inspired by the multi-layered defensive techniques adopted by the
army in battles. The layered defence allows the defending force to hold the enemy
attack and increase his work factor, it also allows the defending force to gain
information about enemy’s tactics and her objectives. Computer Security also works
in a layered architecture in which Firewall, IPS and IDS are employed to prevent,
detect and deter any aggressive attempts on a network.
The Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs) have been developed to serve as
the last line of defence in network security architecture [1]. It has derived its name
from the fact that it monitors entire network from the perspective of the location
where deployed, we have discussed the deployment scenarios of NIDS in Chapter 2
ahead. NIDS monitors the network traffic for any hostile activity and generate alerts
on detection. They can be placed to protect strategic network segments and monitor
network traffic in that particular part. NIDS can also be placed in a perimeter security
architecture to protect critical servers from any intrusion attempts [2]. The detection
mechanisms of NIDS are based on observing the similarity of incoming traffic to any
predefined attack pattern (signature-based mechanism) or detecting malicious
variation in incoming traffic pattern (anomaly-based mechanism).
The systems have established their importance on two fronts, first it can be an
effective tool to register and counter intrusion or malicious attempts, second can allow
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network administrator to know hackers techniques and point of interest inside the
network. The most common categories of NIDSs available today are open source and
proprietary software’s and hardware configured platforms. Realistically, there is no
second thought on the necessity and importance of NIDSs; however their performance
remains a major issue. In a real-time network security scenario, the performance of
NIDSs are critically questioned, it has been observed that it not only missed attacks
but generate irrelevant alerts (false positives) thus making the job of security
administrator difficult. Moreover, despite of efficient performance claims by many
NIDS vendors, systems still lack the capability required for in-depth traffic analysis in
high speed networks. It has been observed that the response of NIDSs has shown
significant degradation in matching recent advancements in network speed and traffic
types.
Requirement of NIDS in network security architecture and its inability to handle high
speed network traffic vis-a-vis continuously changing threat scenario has made it an
interesting research area.
1.2

Research Contribution

In this thesis, we have endeavoured to systematically analyse an open source NIDS,
Snort [3] in high speed real-time network conditions. Snort, is quite famous in today’s
research community on account of its popularity for combining the benefits of
signature, protocol, and anomaly-based detection mechanisms. Snort is also
considered as the most widely deployed Intrusion Detection System (IDS) worldwide,
it can also be used as Intrusion Prevention System (IPS). With millions of downloads
and nearly 400,000 registered users, Snort has become the de-facto standard for
IDS/IPS. We shall discuss Snort and few other open source NIDS available in the
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market in Chapter 2 ahead.
We have endeavored to evaluate the performance of Snort in high speed networks,
this has been done to ascertain the factors responsible for its limited performance.
Based on the evaluation study we have targeted to design a high speed NIDS model.
Our Improved Performance High Speed NIDSs can effectively handle high speed
network traffic variations and will address the limitations observed in evaluation
study presented in Chapter 4. Broadly, following objectives are identified in the
course of this research work.


Carry out extensive survey of current real-life threat types and instances so as to
identify the specific properties that can be used for the performance evaluation of
NIDS.



Carry out performance evaluation of Snort in different Operating Systems (OSs)
and hardware configurations (host and virtual platforms).



Determine the factors responsible for the limited performance of Snort in high
speed conditions.



Design and implement performance enhancement mechanisms for NIDS (Snort)
to address the most significant limitation factor observed in evaluation stage.



Validation of the design model on a high speed platform established in Network
Security Research Lab (NSRL) at University of Bradford (UoB).

This work is based on extensive experience with operational networks of different
scales including high-speed Giga bits per second (Gbps) traffic bone from NSRL. We
have successfully identified the performance limiting factors of Snort. The hardware
and OS configuration used in the evaluation stage are unable to cope up with the
processing requirements for high speed NIDS and results in high rate of packet drop
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thus affecting the system’s overall efficiency.
In pursuance to our objective to design and implement a better NIDS model, we have
carried out a intensive literature review and industrial consultation. Upon closer
examination, it is found that NIDSs face fundamental trade-offs between performance
and hardware resource. The complexity become more pronounced in a high speed
environments (Gbps networks) due to volume and heterogeneity of traffic involved.
Moreover, we found that the existing NIDSs are not exploiting their full potential on
off the shelf resources and a space is felt for possible improvement. Also, we have
observed that the segregation in NIDS’s types (anomaly-based and signature-based) in
design and implementation is a retarding factor, there is a possibility to implement
these in concatenation to get better performance. We have endeavoured to implement
two different high performance NIDS designs, the first model is based on off the shelf
resources. It is called Dynamic Cluster and Comparator Logic in which the system
has been made more effective in handling high speed network traffic and performing
real-time traffic analysis by defining limits pools of IP addresses to each cluster node.
Second is the mechanism of Intelligent Anomaly Detection Filtration (IADF) using
signature-based and anomaly-based detection concepts. In this design, anomaly-based
model carry out filtration of incoming traffic and the signature-based mechanism
(Snort) carry out detection process. The main focus of the overall research is to
achieve a high performance NIDS design, our contributions are summarized below:
1.2.1 Dynamic Cluster and Comparator Logic
We have developed a dynamic cluster based approach for high speed NIDS using
refined policy based routing. The front end of the cluster is the load-balancer which
distributes the traffic among cluster nodes on a predefined routing policy. The
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proposed logic ensures maximum utilization of cluster resources by exchanging state
information, load sharing, reducing data loss and performing recovery evaluation
procedure to maximize overall efficiency. The rule based load-balancing technique
which also uses switchovers to prevent system overloading has shown good quality
results. We have further integrated the concept of Comparator Logic to recover the
lost traffic due to switchovers. The retrieved data by Comparator Logic is reevaluated by recovery NIDS thus maximizing the system efficiency. Snort has been
used as a NIDS platform in the research effort.
Our results ratify the adoption of cluster based approach in NIDS environment. This is
achieved by analyzing the concept in different traffic conditions, packet sizes,
configurations and bandwidths.
1.2.2 Intelligent Anomaly Detection Filtration (IADF)
In this work, we have designed a performance enhancement mechanism for NIDS.
This is based on adopting a combinational logic of anomaly-based and signaturebased systems. Our proposed design is a two tier mechanism in which the first tier is
the filtering device and second is the IDS. Filtering device is the basic component of
the architecture and is called Intelligent Anomaly Detection Filter (IADF). The IADF
prevents the IDS from overloading by eliminating a large portion of traffic on well
defined logics. It also prevents the network from categories of network threats which
otherwise remained undetected by signature-based IDS. IADF ensures filtration of
anomalous traffic based on comparison logic designed to identify protocol violations
and traffic abnormalities thus allowing the IDS to analyze the specific type of traffic
only.
We have implemented the mechanism to detect Denial of Service (DoS) and Probe
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attempts. IADF has been analysed to detect DoS and Probe attempts on Defence
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) dataset. IADF has also been
supported by the time-based normalized sampling mechanisms to incorporate normal
traffic variations to reduce false alarms. Our methodology is based on the concept of
concatenating signature based evaluation by IDS and anomaly based filtering by
IADF. Our results have shown credible performance enhancement of NIDS ensuring
maximum packet evaluation, lesser losses and reduction in false alarms. The concept
of fine tuning and adaptation of filtration has also shown improved results.
1.3

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2. We start with recapitulating basic concepts of NIDS, discussing historical
perspective and giving detailed overview of architecture and deployment scenarios.
Here, we also dwell upon the characteristics of the NIDS to establish the performance
requirements for our proposed designs. Finally in the last section, we discuss Snort
and Bro architectures and also cover few commercial NIDS available in the market.
Chapter 3. In line with our research objective to address the performance limitation
causes of NIDS, we have carried out performance debate in this chapter. Overview on
the factors responsible for the performance of NIDS are presented and in the last part
we discuss the impact of DoS attack on performance.
Chapter 4. We have described our evaluation efforts in this chapter, detail
investigation of Snort performance has been carried out in different traffic conditions,
hardware configurations (host and virtual platforms) and Operating System (OS)
environments. This chapter provides the foundation of our proposed designs and
describe the factors responsible for the compromised performance of NIDS. We have
also recommended few performance enhancement techniques in the last part of this
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chapter. We are quite sure that the diversity and quantity of results discussed in this
chapter will be considered as a good contribution in NIDS research.
Chapter 5. Here, we carry out literature review related to improved performance
NIDS designs - Cluster-based adoption in high speed NIDS and Intelligent Anomaly
Detection and Filtration (IADF) Mechanisms.
Chapter 6. Here, we greatly discussed in detail the concept of dynamic cluster-based
adoption in high speed NIDS. The technique is designed to avoid bottleneck caused
by the processing limitation of off the shelf hardware. The concept of policy-based
routing integrated with load-balancing mechanism is discussed in this chapter. Statebased scalable architecture for high speed traffic handling has been proposed for
performance objectives, finally the results are presented and defended.
Chapter 7. We turn to the second high performance design of NIDS - Intelligent
Anomaly Detection and Filtration (IADF). The proposed design restricts the passage
of traffic to IDS by incorporating network characteristics and traffic profile in
filtration mechanism based on anomaly detection model. This results into the filtration
of wide percentage of network traffic awaiting IDS evaluation thus allowing the IDS
to evaluate the selective traffic only. Here, IADF design and test scenario based on
DAPRA data set are discussed in length. Finally, the results are presented which has
shown the significant improvement in the performance.
Chapter 8. In the last chapter, we summarize the thesis, recurring our main
observations and contributions. We close with a discussion of promising future work.
Bibliography is presented after Chapter 8 and Acronyms used in the thesis are
explained in the very last part.
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Chapter 2
Network Intrusion Detection Systems
The chapter provides interesting information resource to NIDSs, it begins with
discussing historical perspective of IDS and later dwell upon their concepts and
architecture. Overview on types - anomaly-based and signature-based is given in the
middle part and a section each has been dedicated to deployment scenario and
characteristics of NIDSs. Finally in last part we have discussed few open source and
commercialized systems available today.
2.1

Network Intrusion Detection – Historical Perspective

History of Intrusion Detection began from the traditional audit systems in early
computing environment. Bace in [4] draws a detailed time-line of security audit and
Intrusion Detection. Earlier the chronological records of the systems produced by
large mainframes were manually examined for accounting and security. In 1970s, the
USA Department of Defence (DoD) outlined objectives for security audit
mechanisms, the emphasis were to discover the attempts to bypass the employed
preventive mechanisms. The effort generated immense data which had made the audit
quite cumbersome and unclear. In response, Anderson1 articulated a mechanism to
reduce the audit data by eliminating irrelevant information. Denning2 and Neuman3 in

1
2
3

James P Anderson is considered as Information Security Pioneer, he is generally credited with invention and
explication of the Reference Monitor in 1972 and Audit Trail based Intrusion Detection in 1980.
Dorothy Denning is the Fellow of Association of Computing Machinery and has accredited with numerous
achievement awards in Information Security.
Peter Neuman is recipient of National Computer System Security Award in 2002 and ACM SIGSAC
Outstanding Contribution Award 2000, he has long achievements in Information Security.
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1986 developed a theoretical model of a real-time IDS based on statistical metrics
called as Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) [5].
The Network Security Monitor (NSM) [6] developed in 1991 at University of
California at Davis was considered as the first formal IDS. The developed system
used network packets as its primary data source rather OS-level records. Later in
1992, University of California at Davis, U.S. Air force and other agencies developed
the Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) [7] model. The system physically
distribute detection and analysis across multiple locations by integrating host-based
and network-based analysis.
2.2

Concepts of Network Intrusion Detection

Conceptually, IDS are meant to detect intrusions in a computer network or individual
host. Intrusion has been defined as “the act of thrusting in, or entering into a place or
state without invitation, authorization or right”. In the context of computer networks,
Intrusion Detection refers to the act of detecting an unauthorized intrusion in a
computer or network.
In this thesis, we have focussed on network-based systems commonly known as
Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). NIDS derives its name from the fact
that it monitors traffic flowing in a network depending upon its location where
employed. In contrast, there are Host-based IDSs (HIDSs) which protects host system
on which it resides, Hybrid System – which is a combination of NIDS and HIDS and
Distributed IDS (DIDS) in which NIDS sensors are remotely located and report to a
centralized management station. Individual remotely located sensors can be NIDS or
HIDS or combination of both [2].
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2.2.1 How an IDS Works ?
IDS can use a variety of techniques to gather data, this include packet sniffing, log
parsing for local systems and application logs etc. Collected data is than analysed by
employing different techniques to detect intrusion and intrusion attempts.

Two

prominent detection mechanisms are known-good and known-bad. The known-good
technique is used to analyse data for known-good contents, the system recognize good
or allowed data, and generate alert on anything else. Most of the anomaly detection
engines use this model, they trigger alert when anything outside of a defined set of
permissible parameter occurs. The technique is also used in some complex protocol
models by defining protocol format, behaviour and network traffic patterns to detect
any protocol violation and change in traffic pattern. Language-based models for
application logic also tend to be structured as known-good policies, system generates
alert on anything not permitted in the predefined structure of acceptable language or
application flow. The known-bad technique does not require comprehensive model of
allowed input, it generate alert only on data or traffic known to be a threat. They are
quite simpler and most of signature-based IDS engines work on a known-bad model.
Both models can be used in conjunction to have a more viable mechanism to detect
more attacks. We have also carried out the feasibility of implementing both
mechanisms in support of each other.
Human effort is required to analyze the credibility and severity of alerts. If the system
has correctly identified alert as an intrusion, the alert is true positive. If the NIDS
alerted although no intrusion occurred, it is false positive. If NIDS failed to generate
an alert on an intrusion attempt, it is false negative and a quite response on no
intrusion is a true negative. Point to be noted that the categories of alerts depend on
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site policy rather a system policy for example an alert generated by the NIDS can be
considered as false positive if it is not the part of site policy.
2.2.2 NIDS Architecture
Robin Sommer et al in [8] has identified five major components of NIDS
Architecture - Collector, Detector, User Interface, Storage and Responder as shown in
Figure 2.1.

Storage

Collector

Detector

User Interface

Responder

Figure 2.1 : Common NIDS Architecture


Collector. This can also be called as packet sniffer, it is used to tap into networks
to see packet flow. A network sniffer allows an application or a hardware device
to eavesdrop on network packets. Collector provides an interface for receiving
data for the evaluation stage. Other examples of collectors are interfaces to hostbased data or external databases.



Detector. This is an evaluation engine which actually performs detection process.
The detector may be a signature-based, anomaly-based or hybrid mechanism to
detect malicious traffic, we will discuss these in the proceeding part of this
chapter. Input to the detector can be provided from Collector or Storage for
necessary evaluation.
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User Interface. The monitoring and management part of the system enable the
user to control the NIDS. It is used to define NIDS policies and in most simplest
form may consist of American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII) files and may be Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) in a sophisticated
system.



Storage. It can be referred as database used to receive alerts, storage can also be
considered as repository used to hold data for detection process.



Responder. Detection of intrusion attempt generates alert, alert can be sent to log
files or can be stored in a database. Active response on detection of intrusion may
be dropping off hostile connection via user interface.

2.3

Types of Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS)

Historically, Intrusion Detection is formally introduced by the Anderson [9] in 1980.
Later Denning's 1987 paper [5] has contributed for the later research on Intrusion
Detection and has established the basic principles for it. Even though most questions
raised by Denning [5] are still left unanswered [10]; however her assumption that the
intrusive activities are distinctive has solved many queries. Since then, many IDSs are
proposed by research community such as Haystack [11], NSM [6], EMERALD [12],
MADAM ID [13], LERAD [14]. There are also several useful and effective products
available in the market such as Snort [15], Bro [16] and RealSecure [17]. Broadly
there are two major types of IDS – signature-based and anomaly-based, these shall be
discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
2.3.1 Anomaly-based IDS
Anomaly-based IDS apply various application logics to determine the network
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threats. They work by establishing a “normal” profile for a system or a network and
later generating alerts by observing the deviations from this norm. The approach is
based on the concept that data representing attack on a computer system/ network is
noticeably different from the normal pattern. While attacking, an intruder
masquerading as a legitimate user generate response different from the normal
behaviour of a particular client or a system. Anomaly detection systems often uses
two approaches of detection, first it maintain statistical profile of each user’s activity
and second defining activity threshold for each user.
An anomaly detection model composed of packet sniffer, comparator and evaluator.
Input from packet sniffer is fed to profile comparator as shown in Figure 2.2.

No Response
Profile match
New Profile Added

Packet
Sniffer

Profile Comparator
Profile not match

Profile not match

System Update

Evaluator

Analysis Engine

Threshold and successful
evaluation of false
positives

Alert

Figure 2.2: Anomaly-based Detection Model of NIDS
Incoming traffic matching the normalized sample is considered friendly and generates
no alert. Any suspicious activity may represents a new profile and gets detected at the
comparator stage creating an alert. The profile generating an alert is fed to the
evaluator (for example statistical evaluator) for further investigation. The data is then
analysed to ascertain the normalized variation or a malicious intent. Any normalised
variation is then updated through system update.
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As discussed in [18], following are the categories of anomalous behaviour in network
traffic pattern.
2.3.1.1 Protocol Anomaly. These are the anomalies in a protocol format and
behaviour with respect to a normal network flow and standards. Broadly protocol
anomalies can be categorized as Exploiting Legitimate Features for example ICMP
broadcast which may result into Smurf Attack, Malformed Packets for example
Corrupt Checksum and System Bugs. The anomalies include network layer, transport
layer and application layer protocols. Few anomalies detectable through network and
transport layer detection include:


Internet Protocol (IP) fragmentation overlaps and suspicious IP options.



Unusual Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) segmentation overlaps and illegal.
TCP options and usage.



Corrupt checksum.



Length and flag consistency.



Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) traffic on a non standard port, say port 53.

The anomalous behaviour at application layer is detected by deep application protocol
parsing known as decoding, following are the few examples of it:


Illegal field values and combinations.



Illegal command usage.



Unusually a long or short field lengths – used in buffer overflow techniques.



Unusual number of occurrences of particular fields/ commands.



Running a protocol or service for a non-standard purpose or on a non-standard
port.
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A greater number of bytes coming from an HTTP browser than are going to it.

2.3.1.2 Application Payload Anomaly. These anomalies are detected by in-depth
analysis of application protocol. Detection requires understanding of application
semantics for example knowledge of encoding/decoding and information about
embedded applications. Few examples of application payload anomalies are:


Presence of shell code in unexpected fields.



A segment of binary code in a user password.



A greater number of bytes coming from a HTTP browser than are going to it.

2.3.1.3 Statistical Anomaly. In order to create normalised network traffic sample
various statistical techniques are used. The sample is used to identify and distinguish
abnormal behaviour of a malicious user/ source. One way of creating a sample is
analyzing normal operation of a protocol for example normal TCP traffic follows a
well-defined three-way handshake process for connection setup, data transfer and
teardown. There exist a balance between different types of TCP/IP packets in absence
of attack. This balance can be used to statistically compare the events generated in
presence of attacks. Statistical evaluation may also requires adaption to certain
categories of

non routine behaviours to cater normal traffic variations, this

is

required for the reduction in false alarms rate [18]. Few attack categories that can be
detected by statistical anomaly detection include –SYN attacks, Userdatagram
Protocol (UDP) flood attacks, Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) flood
attacks and TCP fragmentation attacks.
2.3.2 Signature-based IDS
Signature-based IDSs use predefined attack signatures to detect threats and generate
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alert on detection. The signature represents known system and network threats for
example specific viruses/worms or known patterns of malicious activities like log file
editing etc [2]. This type of detection is based on set of rules that characterize threat
and malicious activities of already established attack patterns/ types. The method
relies on analyzing the packet headers and payloads and comparing the incoming
traffic with the attack signature stored in database, successful match generates alert
and event is logged for further investigation. The system is good till the time it holds
all attack signature in its repository, if signature is not present the system will not
detect the attack. We shall be discussing signature-based IDS, Snort later in this
chapter.
A signature-based detection model carries out comparison of received data to predefined

rules

stored

in

the

Analysis

Engine

as shown in Figure 2.3. The

system generates alert on successful comparison and remaining data is further
analysed for possible threats. In case of confirmation of any new attack, its signature
is created and rule-update is activated.

No Response
No match

Packet
Sniffer

Rules/ Signature
Comparator
No match

Match

Rules Update

Analyser
Exceeding Levels

Analysis Engine
Alert
Match

Figure 2.3: Signature-based Detection Model of NIDS
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The Rules Update ensures update of attack signature database for the newly
discovered attack pattern.
2.4

Deployment Scenarios

2.4.1 NIDS with a Screening Router
It is the most economical deployment it involves placing an IDS inside the subnet is
required to be protected. Generally, placing IDS closer to the key assets make it easier
to observe what these systems are sending and receiving as shown in Figure 2.4. The
deployment scenario can also be used to protect the most important segments where
resources do not permit to have a better IDS placement.
The screening router in this case can act as a firewall and stops packets at network
level usually by their well known ports however; packets re-routing may create few
problems, this issue can be dealt by placing an additional IDS in the network [2].

Internal
Network

Firewall
F

NIDS

Screening Router

Figure 2.4: Deployment Scenario - NIDS with Screening Router
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2.4.2 NIDS with Firewalled Network
The architecture consists of two IDSs, first IDS is placed inside the firewalled
architecture and the second in between outside router and firewall as shown in Figure
2.5. The malicious traffic is filtered by the router and further prevented by the firewall
thus allowing the inner IDS to trigger alerts only from legitimate attacks and produce
fewer false positives. The IDS placed outside the firewall provides useful information
about the attacks not being listed once a system gets compromised [2].

Internal
Network

Firewall

NIDS

Screening Router

Figure 2.5: Deployment Scenario - NIDS with Firewalled Architecture

2.4.3 NIDS with Firewalled Network and DMZ
Many network architecture have Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) for providing public
services such as Web Servers, File Transfer Protocols (FTP) Servers and application
servers. The ideal deployment of IDSs in this scenario would be one system inside the
DMZ, one inside the firewall and one inside the router as shown in Figure 2.6.
The need of an additional IDS is to defend an additional subnet thus every subnet
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would require an IDS for protection. Similar to IDS and firewalled configuration, IDS
here will no longer monitor the traffic that has been blocked by firewall, this reduces
the false alarms rate. The drawback however is, there will be multiple instances of
IDS and it may become difficult to manage these in large enterprise network [2].

Internal
Network

NIDS

NIDS

DMZ

FTP
Server

Web Appl
Server Server

Screening Router

Firewall

NIDS

Figure 2.6: Deployment Scenario - NIDS with Firewalled Network and DMZ

2.4.4 NIDS in Switched Network
The IDS can be connected to the Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN Port) directly and
the system takes “copies” of all the packets flowing in the network as shown in Figure
2.7 (next page). IDS can be placed to monitor one port or can be used to monitor
traffic from a Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) or even all traffic from the switch
to the SPAN port as shown in Figure 2.7 [2].
2.5

Characteristics of NIDS

With the rapid development of various network services, the stability of NIDSs are
under investigation, following are few important characteristics a system need to
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display for an acceptable performance.
2.5.1 Scalability
The network traffic is increasing rapidly in speed and type, there is complete
revolution in kind of services offered by computerized resources. Today, systems
communicate at high speed on a high speed link and demands network mobility and
flexibility. Sophistication in end system devices which are now capable of streaming
high speed video and audio have also brought in new computer network concepts. The
current advancements in network resources and end system devices have thrown
various challenges to network security devices.

VLAN 1

VLAN 2

Switch

NIDS

SPAN

Firewall

Screening Router

NIDS

Figure 2.7: Deployment Scenario - NIDS in Switched Network
Scalability is considered as an important characteristics of a system to respond to
variations in network traffic types and volume. Scalability is related to performance
and it is required that a system should remain efficient while adapting variations in
network characteristics and threats.
Ideally, NIDS is required to respond variation in network flow, it must withstand any
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normal or abnormal variations in traffic conditions. The system must be capable of
handling changes without getting compromised. In the context of network threats, the
era of worms and viruses are pretty much overshadowed by polymorphic codes,
BotNets, Phishing attacks and DoS invasion. Today, the systems are required to
respond to modern evasion techniques and have the ability to withstand
heterogeneous traffic flow in the network.
2.5.2 Accuracy
It is measured in terms of detection rate of a system by reporting correct hostile
activities in a network. System’s inability to detect attack (False Negative) and
incorrect detection of attack (False Positive) affects its efficiency. Failure in detection
of attack allows an intruder to gain foot hold on the victim machine. Inaccuracy in
detection can also result in generation of large number of false positives, this
increases the work load on the administrator.
The major limitations in accuracy are related to IDS resource limitations, we shall
discuss these constraints in the next chapter. Other factor which has an impact on
accuracy is related to network policy, any variation in network policy and IDS
configuration may generate high false positives or high false negatives. There are
ways to reduce false alarms for example tuning system to match the site policy for
allowing specific types of activities. However; these may sometime become complex
and allows an attack to go undetected. Few types of non hostile network activities
that can generate false alarms are ICMP flow, file sharing activity and web pages that
have same name as of known web server attacks. Presently no definite answer is
available to eliminate such limitation but there are ways to reduce the error in order to
increase system accuracy.
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2.5.3 Real-time Detection
Real-time detection of any hostile intrusion in the network is considered as the vital
characteristic of IDS. The real-time detection prevents the attack from instant
occurrence, it also deter the attacks planned in multiple stages. The major advantage
of real time detection is the system resource preservation which may otherwise fall
prey to any resource crunch attacks. Real-time detection is significantly important for
establishing the efficiency and improving the performance of a system. For example,
detection of network scan in first instance prevent the exploitation of available ports
normally TCP/IP ports.
It is required that the system should detect stages of attack in real time and prevent
instances of network reconnaissance, targeting, intrusion and exploitation phases.
Real-time detection can also be related to attacks propagated in phases, this is
achieved by establishing correlation between events occurred and expected phase to
come.
2.5.4 Versatility
Providing complete intrusion protection, ideally IDS should deliver a comprehensive
pervasive security solution for combating unauthorized intrusions and protection from
malicious internet worms, along with bandwidth and E-business application attacks
etc. IDS is a dynamic security component of network and end-to-end security product
group and is required to be engineered from host up to the broadest range of network
deployments. From small businesses to the largest enterprise environments, the
system need to provide high level of security giving

high-speed and resilient

solutions. It should have the capacity to employ highly innovative and sophisticated
detection techniques including stateful pattern recognition, protocol parsing, heuristic
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detection, and anomaly detection etc. Versatility provides NIDS a comprehensive
solution from variety of known and unknown cyber threats.
2.5.5 Distributed Architecture
The constant increase in network speed and throughput poses new challenges to
NIDS. Current NIDS are found limited in handling real-time traffic on saturated Fast
Ethernet Links (10 Gbps). As network technology progresses, the high Gigabit (100
Gbps) will become the baseline. In order to match the advancements in network
design and services and to maintain in-depth network traffic analysis requirement, the
research community is focussing on distributed architectures. In contrast to the
technique of load balancing, the traffic is distributed across the IDS nodes in a way
that guarantees detection of maximum attack signatures. We have also used this
distributed architecture in our work and has implemented Dynamic Cluster-based
adoption to ensure performance gains. We have also implemented a distributed
approach using anomaly-based detection model in which the first stage filters the
anomalous traffic thus allowing the system to retain its resources for peer evaluation
of left over data in the second stage (IDS stage).
In our opinion, the problems of Intrusion Detection in high speed networks can be
countered by moving towards a distributed architecture to attain a scalable solution
using existing resources.
2.6

Contemporary Open Source and Commercial NIDS

Open source systems has gained tremendous acceptance among academia and
research community. Apart from being free of cost the system provides access to code
and algorithm used. Additional benefits are provided through online forum and
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support where comprehensive information is available on application and its usage.
Most of the open source systems support modifications in configurations to meet
research requirements. The commercial NIDSs are the cost intensive options, here the
system provides quite similar services however; no information is provided on
working architecture of the hardware or software component. Proprietary limitations
also restricts any modifications and changes in the code.
2.6.1

Snort: Snort has received great acceptance in the IDS market and has been

widely recognized as the reliable open source tool. Snort performs protocol analysis
and can detect variety of network threats by using content/ signature matching logics
(Snort Rules Directory).
Snort can be configured as a packet sniffer, packet logger and NIDS. As a packet
sniffer, it reads the packets off the network. In a packet logger mode, it logs packets to
the storage device. NIDS mode enables the Snort to analyze the network traffic
against set of defined rules and detect intrusion threats. Snort architecture consists of
four basic components: sniffer, pre-processor, detection-engine and output as shown
in Figure 2.8 (next page).
In its most basic form, Snort is a packet sniffer. However, it is designed to receive
packets and process them through its pre-processors. A pre-processor takes the raw
packets and evaluates them against certain plug-ins for example the Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) plug-in, HTTP plug-in, etc. The plug-ins check for certain
types of behavior by undertaking packet inspection. Once the packet is determined to
have a particular “behavior”, it is then sent to the detection engine. Snort handles
many kinds of pre-processors and plug-ins these include IP fragmentation handling,
port scanning and flow control [2].
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Figure 2.8: Snort Architecture
Snort being a signature based IDS uses rules to check for hostile packets in the
network. Rules are set of requirements used to generate alert and have a particular
syntax. For example, one rule that checks for peer-to-peer file sharing services looks
for the string “GET” in connection to the service running on any port other than TCP
port 80. If a packet matches the rule, an alert is generated. Once an alert is triggered,
the alert can be sent to multiple places such as a log file, a database or generates a
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) trap [19]. On successful detection of a
hostile attempt, the detection engine sends an alert to a log file through a network
connection into the required storage (output) [2]. Snort can also be used as IPS. Snort
2.3.0 RC1 has integrated this facility via Snort-inline into the official Snort project [3].
The main objective of Snort and other NIDS is to effectively analyze all packets
passing through the network without any loss.

The performance of majority of

running applications depends upon memory and processing power. In the context of
NIDS, this performance dependency includes Network Interface Cards (NIC cards),
Input and Output (I/O) disk speed, and OS. In recent years, technologies have
advanced in both hardware and software domains. Multi-core systems have been
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introduced to offer powerful processing functionality. However, these multiprocessing
implementations support the applications which uses concurrent programming.
Number of Central Processing Unit (CPU) cycles in such system has increased to
execute multiple tasks simultaneously. Snort was developed in early 1990’s and its
recent versions did not support multi-threading however, the newer version Snort Beta
3.0 for analysts supports multi threading (the version was in place after completion of
this research phase). Detection engine component of Snort represents the critical part
of architecture where pattern matching function is performed. Recent Vulnerability
Research Team (VRT) Rules Library contains more than 8000 rules; this augments
the need of an effective pattern matcher. Snort is using three different pattern
matching algorithms: Aho-Corasick [20], modified Wu-Manber, and low memory
key-word trie (lowmem) [21]. Modifications have been made in these algorithms to
analyze their performances. We have conducted memory usage and performance
comparison tests on different pattern matching algorithms. The results are shown in
Table 2.1, this can be concluded that the pattern matching component of IDS is a
major hurdle in the performance issues once related to system hardware. Quite
significant amount of memory is utilized to match approximately 8000 rules in a
noticeable time stamp.
Table 2.1
Performance Results of Pattern Matching Algorithms
Algorithms
(8,296 rules)
Aho-Corasick (full) [20]
Aho-Corasick (sparse) [20]
Aho-Corasick(std) [21]
Wu-Manber [21]
Wu-Manber (low) [21]

Memory
usage (MB)
640
240
1080
130
75
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Packet processing
time(seconds)
620
714
665
635
655

2.6.2

Bro: Bro is developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory of the

Department of Energy, University of California, USA. It is designed and primarily
developed by Vern Paxson [16] and quite regularly used in federal and military
research centres. Bro architecture consists of three layers: packet filtering, event
generation and policy execution as shown in Figure 2.9.

Real-time notification
record to disk

Policy Script

Policy Script Interpreter

Event Control

Event Stream

Policy Script Interpreter

Filtered Packet Stream

TCPdump Filter
Libpcap

Libpcap

Bro’s new model has no filtering option
Must analyze traffic that is trying to
hide by using other ports (DPD)
E.g., Skype and Botnet command-andcontrol over Internet Relay Chat
(IRC)

Packet Stream

Network

Figure 2.9: Bro Architecture (adapted from [16])
Robin Sommers in [8] describes Bro neither an anomaly-based system nor a misusebased system rather a policy-neutral mechanism. It is written in C++ and covered by a
Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) style license. He further describes the design
goals of Bro are (i) separation of mechanism and policy (ii) handling and monitoring
large volume of network traffic (iii) protection from attacks directed at itself.
Packet filtering in Bro is done by using a static BPF expression [22] and using
libpcap. The event engine generates events which represent policy-neutral
abstractions of network activity at different semantic levels. For example, there are
events for connection attempts, establishment, termination and rejection, requests and
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replies for a number of applications and successful and unsuccessful user
authentication. The user writes policy scripts using a specialized richly typed highlevel language. These scripts contain event handlers which are executed when the
corresponding event is raised. Event handlers codify the actions that NIDS should
take these includes, updating data structures to describe activities

seen on the

network, sending real-time alerts, logging activity transcripts to files, and executing
programs as a reactive response.
Bro’s analysis is based on connections, TCP packets are dealt straight forward
however; the system fits UDP and ICMP packets into connection model by using
flow-like definition. Connection semantics are interpreted by analyzers which follow
the endpoint's communication, extracting basic semantic protocol elements and
generating corresponding events. Usually, an analyzer consists of two components:
one inside the event engine which performs policy-neutral analysis and generates
events; and a second component in the form of a policy script containing (predefined
yet customizable) policy-specific actions. Analyzers are available for a wide range of
transport and application layer protocols including TCP, HTTP, FTP, Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Secure Socket layer (SSL) and Domain Name Server
(DNS). Moreover, protocol-independent analyzers detect scanners [23], stepping
stones [24], backdoors [25], etc. A generic connection analyzer generates one line
ASCII summaries of any connection the system sees. To reduce the processing load,
Bro examines only packets requested by at least one of the analyzers; others are
filtered at the lowest layer by installing a suitable filter. For instance, the connection
analyzer requests only TCP control packets (i.e., SYNs/FINs/RESETs) rather than all
TCP packets; these are sufficient to deduce basic connection characteristics such as
duration and size of the transferred payload [16].
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2.6.3

Cisco: Cisco has developed a comprehensive hardware based solution to

thwart malicious worms, unauthorized intrusions and DoS attempts. The system is
quite flexible in providing security requirements at enterprise level by ensuring high
speed traffic handling. Cisco detection techniques are based on stateful pattern
recognition, protocol parsing, heuristic detection, and anomaly detection. The system
is capable of providing comprehensive protection from most of the known attack
patterns and even zero day threats.
The Cisco Intrusion Detection System v4.1(3) from Cisco Systems is a network-based
Intrusion Detection System, the system is capable of following:


Analyse both the header and payload of each packet.



Analyse single packets or a complete flow for attacks while maintaining flow
state, capable of detection multi-packet attacks.



It uses a rule-based expert system to interrogate the packet information to
determine the type of attack and generate alarm and log the event.

Another product, Cisco IDS-4200 series are a stand-alone product series in that all
data collection and analysis is performed on one dedicated hardware platform. These
units are to be placed at strategic points throughout a target IT system and interrogate
passing network traffic [26].
2.6.4

Astaro Security Gateway: Astaro’s IDS/IPS is a deep-packet-inspection

system which peers inside the traffic packets as they pass through the network.
System blocks packets which contain undesired contents. Incoming packets are
matched against attack signature rules list of over 8000 patterns. The signature list is
live-updated every few minutes and constantly adapts and evolves to keep network
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protected from threats as they emerge and spread [27].
The system stops intruders and protects against even the most sophisticated threats by
integrating fast and reliable pattern scanning technologies including:


Identifies and Blocks Application and Protocol Related Probes and Attacks
through Deep Packet Inspection.



Holding Database of over 8,000 Patterns and Rules Including:
o Probing, port scans, interrogations, host sweeps.
o Attacks on application vulnerabilities.
o Protocol exploitations.



Intrusion Detection and Prevention: Notify administrator and/or block traffic
immediately.



Powerful Management Interface: One click to enable or disable complete rule sets
for example email or web servers.

2.6.5

Tipping Point 3 Com: A product of 3Com, TippingPoint NIDS is also among

famous commercial vendors. The TippingPoint intrusion detection and prevention
systems are an in-line device that can be inserted seamlessly and transparently at any
location within a network. As packets pass through the device, their payload is fully
inspected and matched against the signatures to determine whether they are malicious
or legitimate. These products can support gigabit per second throughput with
complete state-full packet inspection [28].
2.6.6

DefensePro – Radware. Radware product from DefensePro provide threat

detection support by monitoring network traffic from small office to enterprise level
networks. System can be employed as an IPS using both signature and behavioural-
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based techniques. According to the vendor, “ the behaviour-based capabilities are
based on the appliance's ability to scan for and detect anomalous traffic patterns at
the client, application server, and network levels. Once such a pattern is detected, the
appliance generates a real-time signature based on the pattern that it then employs to
repel the traffic. The real-time signature is generated leveraging fuzzy-logic and up to
20 different parameters, and is modified accordingly as the attack continues. Once the
attack subsides the signature is automatically removed” [29].
2.6.7

McAfee – Intrushield. McAfee IntruShield network IPS delivers advanced

protection against known, zero-day (unknown), and encrypted attacks. System
delivers the most comprehensive, accurate, and scalable network IPS solution for a
broad range of mission critical environments. The architecture integrates patented
signature, anomaly, and DoS analysis techniques, enabling highly accurate and
intelligent attack detection and prevention up to multi-gigabit speeds. There
innovative technologies protects even the most demanding networks from the threat
of known, zero-day (unknown), and DoS attacks. Vendor claims, “IntuShield’s nextgeneration technology delivers industry-first encrypted attack prevention and network
IPS and internal network firewall integration, offering the most accurate and
comprehensive protection available in the industry” [30].
2.7

Summary

This chapter has focused upon building the concept of NIDS, the two different types
of NIDS are anomaly-based and signature-based. Both systems offer good detection
services and can also suffer performance limitations. There is a possibility to integrate
both techniques for performance gains. Jointly they cover wide categories of attacks
for example a signature-based systems detect existing attack signatures and failed to
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alert on zero day threats similarly anomaly-based systems detect zero day threats and
may ignore already established attack patterns. There will also be an impact on alarm
rates, anomaly-based systems are considered high in false alarm rates on normal
network variation and signature-based systems generate false negative on most recent
attacks. Correlating detection of both techniques may reduce detection inaccuracy and
provide efficient results.
Table 2.2 outlines the comparison of open source and proprietary systems discussed
in the chapter, it can be seen that selection of Snort is based on the fact that it is
comparable to most of the commercialized products. The detection techniques used in
Snort is also in line with most of its industrial counter parts. Snort provides facilities
like online support, description of algorithm and code which is not provided by the
commercial products. other systems.
Table 2.2
Comparison – Contemporary Open Source and Commercial NIDS
System

Type

Detection
Technique

Cost

Online
Support

Cross
Platform
Support

Snort

Open Source

Signature and
Anomaly based

No cost

Yes, No cost. Yes
Online Forum

Bro

Open Source

Policy Neutral
Mechanism

No cost

Yes, No cost. Yes
Online Forum

Cisco

Proprietary

Stateful pattern
recognition,
protocol parsing
and anomaly
detection

Cost
Involved

Yes, cost
involved

No

Astaro

Proprietary

Signature- based

Cost
Involved

Yes, cost
involved

No

Tipping Point Proprietary

Signature-based

Cost
Involved

Yes, cost
involved

No

Radware

Proprietary

Signature and
Anomaly based

Cost
Involved

Yes, cost
involved

No

IntruShield

Proprietary

Signature and
Anomaly based

Cost
Involved

Yes, cost
involved

No

The chapter also provided the information about NIDS deployment scenarios, the
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ideal situation would be deploying NIDS with Firewalled Network and DMZ. The
configuration would take account of traffic flowing to and from DMZ, internal
network and screening router however; the deployment will be cost intensive and may
also require an additional system to manage alerts logged in respective NIDS. In some
situations, central alert-database may provide benefits.
Qualitatively, NIDS must withstand the network traffic variations in today’s complex
environment containing large networks, multiple servers, variety of services and
applications. Ideally, the system must be fault tolerant and can survive a system crash,
it must impose minimal overheads on the hardware and also offers flexibility to
configure and deploy.
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Chapter 3
Performance Debate – NIDS
Performance of NIDS is mainly characterized by three elements, first, capability to
detect attacks, second, number of false positives or false negatives generated and
third, is the capacity to analyze traffic at a maximum network speed [31]. Ideally, the
system is supposed to detect almost all network attacks however; in actual scenario it
fall behind the required standard. Complexity in system architecture is one reason of
limited performance. Signature-based systems do not detect attacks whose signatures
are not updated in the detection rule-set. Similarly anomaly-based systems fall prey to
high number of false positives. Traffic handling is considered as an important aspect
in NIDS performance, mechanics that failed to handle entire network flow facilitate
attackers designs and allows attack signatures to pass through. High performance
system supports detection process by handling traffic at higher rate, evaluation engine
perform in-depth traffic analysis to detect real-time, slow and low categories of
attacks [32].
The research presented in this thesis is based on the performance parameter and
describes high performance NIDS models. This work is based on designing an
adaptable model for NIDS to handle current day high speed network traffic variations.
We have based our high performance design upon off the shelf hardware and software
resources. Our effort can be considered as the cost effective solution for expensive
NIDSs.
This chapter shall provide an overview on the factors responsible for the performance
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of NIDS. In the last part, we will discuss and analyze the DoS attack, the attack is
primarily launched to undermine the performance of a system or network. DoS can
also target NIDS where the attack exhaust systems resources (processing, memory
and bandwidth) thus making a system useless.
3.1

Network Speed

Adaptation of NIDS to network speed is vital in defining its performance. Inefficient
NIDS architecture may struggle to handle high speed links and face high ratio of
packet drop. Today, the network traffic has advanced to Giga bits per second (Gbps),
this has necessitated the requirement of designing new techniques for high speed
traffic handling. Conventional techniques which strengthen the evaluation process
may not have a direct bearing on high speed traffic handling. There is a separation
between traffic handling and NIDS evaluation where the former is meant to provide
an interface to handle incoming traffic with an aim to assist the later evaluation engine
to retain enough resources for in-depth analysis at a later stage. The work presented in
this thesis is based on distributing the NIDS process in phases. The first design is a
Cluster-based adoption for high speed NIDS in which incoming traffic is split across
cluster nodes by load balancer and cluster nodes perform evaluation of assigned
traffic. In second design, we have implemented an IADF, this design filters the
portion of network traffic considered anomalous in first phase thus allowing the
system to retain maximum resources for evaluation of leftover traffic in the second
phase.
Emergence of 4Broadband convergence Networks (BcN) which are used for variety of
network applications has also magnified the network speed and throughput. The
4

BcN is the next generation network (NGN) in Korea, it is a QoS guaranteed multimedia network that provides
communication, Internet, and broadcasting.
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diverse application of these networks in E-Commerce, 5Digital Multimedia Broadcast
(DMB), home usage, Voice over IP and other services have challenged NIDS
performance. A space is felt in the development of hardware and software techniques
to cope up with the advancements in this area.
3.2

Hardware Resources

Hardware plays a pivotal role in defining performance of NIDSs. There are two
categories of NIDSs available in the market, open source and commercial. The open
source NIDSs are software-based systems, these can be implemented on any hardware
such as normal desktops etc, there is also an equal opportunity to implement these on
specialized hardware components like Field Programmable Graphical Arrays (FPGA).
The commercialized NIDSs have proprietary software and hardware resources. The
software in most cases bears similarity to open source systems and hardware is mostly
based on FPGA technology. There are also quite few commercial versions of open
source systems, these version have added features. The decision to implement an open
source system or an expensive product from market is based on finances. We believe
that an open source systems for example Snort can be configured to provide equally
good results however; the significant part in this statement is played by the hardware
resource. An effort has been made in this thesis to design an Improved Performance
High Speed NIDS using off the shelf resources.
We have also investigated the FPGA solution for high speed NIDSs and found that
FPGA can reach high throughput speeds but indeed cost to many hardware resources.
Ming Gao et al in [33] mentioned that Virtex2-6000 a 6 million gates FPGA device is
unable to provide a full hardware strength to the system. Also, Snort classified as a
5 DMB is a digital radio transmission technology developed in South Korea as part of the national IT project for
sending multimedia such as TV, radio and datacasting to mobile devices such as mobile phones.
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light weight NIDS cost too many hardware resources in FPGA solution. The design
scale may be difficult for large signature or rule set database and it may be a difficult
option to explore an adaptable hardware. There is also a possibility that design scale
grows with the signature set that affects the interconnecting latency and may rise the
clock frequency thus decreasing the throughput.
Hardware strength of off the shelf resources are limited in number of Central
Processing Unit (CPU) cycles, storage space, state information and runtime
conditions. In addition, transmission cycles available on various buses have lower
limits. Following are the most important components in any off the shelf resource that
may have an impact on to the performance of a system.


Memory size



Memory bus bandwidth



Memory latency



Bus bandwidth for the network interfaces



Storage bandwidth (hard drive, flash memory etc)



CPU speed and bandwidth

Hardware resource exhaustion has been identified as an important factor in the limited
performance of NIDS, this is mostly related to bottleneck caused by CPU Overload
and Memory [34]. The consequence of CPU overload in a system results into packet
drops. NIDS is a real-time device it buffers incoming packets for evaluation and any
significant rise in incoming traffic can cause overflow. Ideally NIDS would be able to
analyze all incoming traffic at high speed however; variation in traffic pattern and
volume may create problems.
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Consumption of allocated memory at high speed may slows down the system and may
crash it. The inbuilt mechanisms allow the system to reclaim memory by expiring
existing states however; it is difficult to identify exhaustive conditions prior to
occurrence. Complexities in data structures may also create memory exhaustion.
Quite few techniques have been developed for limiting memory consumption for
example Snort allows the users to specify the maximum number of concurrent
connections for its TCP processor. On reaching the limit, Snort randomly picks some
connections and flushes their state to free up some memory. Similarly, Snort
addresses the issue of variable stream reassembly size using an option to limit the
total number of bytes in the assembler.
Memory consumption and processing limitations can also be coupled for example
large data structures can take increasingly longer time to search thus increasing
processing burden. Also in systems that provide more virtual memory than physical
memory, consumption of entire physical memory does not crash the system but
instead degrades its performance however; possibility of crashing a system cannot be
totally ruled out [34].
A basic yet effective way to cause resource exhaustion is to expose the NIDS to large
volume of junk network traffic. This will result in overloading the packet capturing
phase thus resulting in packet loss (buffer overflow) or in some cases clutter up
memory state tables to exhaust the memory. Resource exhaustive attacks can bring
down the NIDS even if the attacks are destined for some local host. DoS attacks are
considered as the most potent resource exhaustive technique used by attackers.
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3.3

Sophistication in Evasion Techniques

In January 2010, Google shocked the internet community by announcing
victimization of targeted hack attack, dubbed Operation Aurora occurred through
exploitation of a zero-day vulnerability that affects many versions of Internet Explorer
(IE) [35]. The attack seemingly focused on Gmail accounts of Chinese Human Rights
Activists. As a result, Google said it was no longer prepared to censor the Chinese
edition of its search engine and would consider quitting Chinese market. Soon after,
Adobe also confirmed it also had been targeted and governments in several countries
including Germany and France responded to the vulnerabilities involved by advising
their citizens to stop using IE, giving boost to rival browsers such as Firefox and
Opera. These are the few examples of successful intrusion attempts observed in recent
past describing the sophistication in evasion techniques [36].
Cybercrime has now entered into a third generation, maturing from a geeky hobby
and then a money-making enterprise to a global political, industrial and perhaps even
a military tool. In cybercrime the user remains the ultimate target; the growing
sophistication in social engineering techniques which are used to trick and deceive
victims mirrors the growing complexity and diversity of challenges ahead. The
security mechanisms have to be robust enough to determine any malicious intent. The
system should be intelligent enough to prevent the users from any unauthorized access
to gain personalized information and data. Assurance for the availability of network
services is also considered vital [37].
Commercial NIDS which are mostly signature-based are observed incapable to detect
new attacks whose signatures are not yet devised. A number of researchers have
argued that it is not difficult for an attacker to evade a signature-based mechanisms
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[38]. This has been further strengthened by an increase in polymorphic worms [39,
40]. These worms can automatically change their propagation characteristics thereby
effectively changing their signatures and are considered as a critical threat to the
current NIDS. Comparatively, anomaly-based NIDS can detect such attacks (zero day
attacks) but due to the limitations of the current anomaly detection algorithms, an
intelligent attacker can still bypass the security mechanism.
3.4

Packet Capturing

NIDS are meant to monitor entire network traffic but the system architecture imposes
limits on the type of traffic analyzed. For example, NIDS built with a standard Gigabit
Ethernet card cannot observe all minimum sized Ethernet frames at line rate.
However; if the NIDS uses dedicated hardware or some network processing units
(NPUs), then it can handle all Ethernet frames. We have used standard Ethernet cards
in our design and are quite successful in handling traffic at higher rates. Packet
capturing is also influenced by OS and packet capturing libraries.
Mostly network monitoring is based on passive packet capturing and analysis in
which the system captures packets flowing in the network. Later packets are analyzed
to create statistics to identify normal and malicious activities. Network tools for
packet capturing are mostly based on libpcap [41] for example tcpdump [42], Ethereal
(Wireshark) [43] and Snort [15]. The main library features as mentioned in [44] are:


Ability to capture packets from various interface on every platform.



Same programming interface on every platform.
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Advanced packet filtering capabilities based on 6 Berkley Packet Filtering (BPF),
implemented into the OS kernel for better performance.

Although different OS platforms provide quite similar Application Programming
Interface (API) but performance of libpcap on each varies significantly. On low traffic
conditions there is no big difference as mostly all the packets are captured; however at
high speed for example at 1.0 Gbps packet drop started.
We have carried out an investigation on packet loss issue in this thesis by using traffic
generators: NetCPS [45], Tfgen [46], Http generator [47], LAN Traffic Version 2 [48]
and D-ITG V 2.6 [49] on Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Giga
Hertz (GHz) 2 Giga Bytes (GB) Random Access Memory (RAM), Peripheral
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe), 1 Gbps, RJ45, Network Interface Card
(NIC), nomenclature Broadcom Net Xtremo Gigabit Ethernet. The analysis is based
on sending and receiving packets at high speed on similar machines and recording
packet drop statistics as shown in Table 3.1 (next page). The traffic is composed of
TCP (70%), UDP (20 %) and ICMP (10%) in a cumulative bandwidth of 1.0 Gbps.
The results showed quite similar response on all three OS platforms (Free BSD 7.0,
Windows XP SP 2 and Linux 2.6), overall performance of Free BSD stands good. An
explanation of the poor performance figures is related to interrupt livelock [50].
Device drivers instrument the network cards to generate interrupt whenever the cards
needs attention for example informing the OS that there is an incoming packet to
handle. In case of high traffic, the situation becomes quite complex as the OS spend
most of the time in interrupts handling leaving lesser time for other critical tasks [44].
Few techniques have been proposed to handle devices including network cards for
6

BPF provides an interface to data link layers on some Unix systems, permitting raw link-layer packets to be sent
and received. In addition, if the driver for the network interface supports promiscuous mode, it then allows
reception of all packets on the network, even those destined for other hosts.
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example polling [51] but still a lot more is required for efficient packet capturing in
high speed networks. The metrics that affect the performance of the packet capture
architecture include packets per second, bytes (or bits) per second, and physical
network interface.
Table 3.1
Results - Host-based Configuration for Mixed Traffic
Operating System
FreeBSD
Linux
Windows

Dropped Packets %
21.7
27.2
26.3

Packet capturing is the part of packet flow architecture in NIDS where the later
corresponds to the overall data flow within the system. Packets are processed in
similar or different time frames and it may take time to process incoming packets.
Buffering allows the packets to be retained in the flow architecture and facilitate the
NIDS to recover from lengthy packet analysis. Buffer overflow can be prevented by
allowing NIDS to process the incoming packets at a sustainable speed.
3.5

State Analysis

NIDSs are required to keep track of network activities and perform state analysis,
similar performance is required for Stateful and Stateless traffic. Majority of the
NIDS perform TCP re-assembly, TCP state tracking and counting connection requests
to identify network sweep and flooding attempts. A normalized sample of network
activity is established and threshold of events are identified for a specific period of
time. Activity or traffic pattern exceeding normal threshold is considered (anomalous
behaviour). NIDS should keep track of the number of packets flowing from source to
destination, number of TCP connection requests and state of TCP connections. The
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information pertaining to the activity of each host within the network is stored in state
database. State-ful inspection make decisions on what packets to allow or disallowed,
but functionality goes a step further. For example, a regular packet-filtering device
may deny any UDP packets requesting service on port 25, and a stateful packet
filtering may have a rule to allow UDP packets through only if they are bound to
outgoing requests [52]. Examining state and context of traffic also helps to track
protocols that are connection less example UDP and ICMP.
Another important factor in State Analysis is related to database design, it is difficult
to create an adaptable and performance oriented database for NIDS due to rapid
variation of parameters involved. Speedy variations in traffic patterns make it difficult
for a database administrator to correlate design requirements of normal database
metrics to rapid changing NIDS metrics. There is also a continuous requirement of
updating state database in NIDS due to identification of every new network host and
unique connection request. Continuous correlation is required for every packet
awaiting processing and evaluation depending upon policy. Mike Hall in [53]
describes following metrics which influence the efficiency of NIDS and describes
efficiency of system is dependent upon following parameters.


Number of unique hosts.



Number of TCP connections in a specified time frame.



Number of concurrent connections in a specified time frame.



Updating database – deletion of expired connection records.

3.6

Evaluation Strategy

Bandwidth and memory latency are the two major factors in describing the
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performance of NIDS. Bandwidth usage and latency are caused during data evaluation
stage of the system when the detection engine access the memory to match the
incoming packets with the established rule set. Signature-based systems relies on
pattern matching algorithms and consumes most of the bandwidth thus induces high
latency [53]. In comparison, systems using protocol analysis for example IP header
evaluation or even evaluating subset of the entire packet are less bandwidth
constrained.
3.7

Generation of False Positives

False positives are one of the important factors in performance evaluation of NIDS.
Often it has been observed that the ratio between false positive and true positive is
quite high. This makes the task of analyst a bit tedious as it require sifting of
irrelevant logs to identify accurate alerts . Sometimes, this high false positive rate
forces the analyst to ignore few of the critical attack instances due to time constraints
and habit of dealing irrelevant alerts.
The major cause of false positives is system lacking background information, system
observes symptoms which can be a benign or malicious activity and cannot decide
which is the case. The other reason may be the mismatches between the site policy
and the NIDS's (implicit or explicit) device policy. Site policies are mostly defined
informally and, therefore require the analyst to leverage a great deal of common
sense. Naturally, this cannot be expected from a device. Yet, even if (a part of) the site
policy is formalized, many NIDSs lack the flexibility required to parameterize their
mechanisms accordingly [8].
False alarm can also be caused by normal network monitoring and maintenance traffic
generated by network management tools. It is quite difficult to ascertain the false
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alarm rate for a network as the IDS may have different policy for particular type and
there is no standardized relationship between a false positive and a standard network
type. Similar IDS in a one environment may have a high false positive rate and in
other may be less.
The generation of alarm event expands CPU cycles thus any false alarm put an extra
load on CPU that would otherwise be available for analysis. Additionally, the event
observed would be stored in a non volatile medium for example written to a disk or
may be sent over a network connection. This would not be a major resource constrain
under normal situation however; as the rate of alarm increases with the increase in
network load any false alarm would cause a significant affect on NIDS performance.
3.8

Performance Crashed – Case Study of Denial of Service Attack

In this section, we shall provide an overview of DoS threat, the attack is primarily
generated to undermine the performance of network or a system (can be NIDS). The
attack may target any server and restrict their access and services, it can also target
security mechanics and influence their normal operation. In this section we shall
restrict our discussion on resource exhaustion techniques used by the attacker to
create DoS in NIDS. We have included the discussion on DoS attack in this thesis on
account of its current hostility and challenges. The attack is considered as the most
hostile mechanism to bring down normal network services and generate losses.
3.8.1 Denial of Service Attack
A DoS is a network-based attack that disabled one or more resources in a network
such as router or a server. The attack bring down normal services and consume
available resources for a short or prolonged duration. DoS attacks range in
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complexity, some attacks are simple like SYN Flooding which exploit three-way
handshaking of TCP. The attacker send the targeted system a flood of SYN packets
with spoofed source address until the targeted system uses up all slots in its back log
queue. Other attacks have complex logic to bypass firewall and fool network security
systems such as intentionally sending data to NIDS to overload it. A Distributed DoS
(DDoS) attack uses multiple attacker machines to disable a target.
DoS threatens any organization having computers connected to a network. It cause
financial and business loss to organization by causing disruption or delay in services
offered. During the attack, users experience poor response time and services. Recent
example of DDoS attack on WikiLeaks is a glaring example, we would like to quote
Arbor Networks to explain the attack phenomena [54].

7

“In the second round of what may possibly be a protracted Internet skirmish, a
Denial of Service attack briefly blocked access to the cablegate.wikileaks.org web site
around 8:00 am EST on 30 November 2010. On twitter, Wikileaks pegged the DDoS
as exceeding 10 Gbps (significantly larger than my 2-4 Gbps estimate for the first
round of attacks on 28 November 2010). The second round of DDoS attack was both
larger and more sophisticated, this has been confirmed by service providers all
around the world. Specifically this attack involved several different components,
including a low bandwidth application level DDoS and a 2-3 Gbps Syn attack against
the primary “cablegate” IP addresses (the hosted web site is load balanced across
data centre locations in Europe and the US West Coast”.
An example of one of the anonymous alerts ATLAS collected on 30 November 2010
is shown below in Figure 3.1. This alert is for a modest TCP Syn attack against
7Arbor

Networks is a global provider
network security and visibility solutions

of

DDoS
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denial
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service

attack

protection,

Cablegates [55] targeting high number ports. The source address blocks are
anonymized with XX replacing the high number bits. Interestingly, the attack appears
to originate from a relatively small number of source IPs, including machines in
Russia, Eastern Europe and Thailand [54].

<attack start="2010-11-30 18:10:01 GMT" stop="2010-11-30

18:56:27 GMT">
<rate bps="70312432" pps="220847"/>
<protocols>TCP</protocols>
<tcpflags>Syn</tcpflags>
<source>
<ips>xx.xx.25.0/27</ips>
<ports>1024-2047</ports>

</source>
<dst>
<ips>204.236.131.131/32</ips>
<ports>16384-32767,32768-65535</ports>
</dst>
</attack>

Figure 3.1: Alert Log – DDoS Attack on WiliLeaks (Adapted from [54])
3.8.2 DoS Working Phenomena
DoS attacks vary in methodology, it can be a single packet attack crashing a server or
a coordinated flood attack from multiple hosts. Attacker craft packets to exploit
known operating system or application vulnerability and sent them across the network
to create buffer overflow. This disables the server and disrupt services offered thus
causing losses to organization.
A more sophisticated approach is to make use of number of coordinated hosts to
attack a single target, recent example is the DDoS phenomena used against
WikiLeaks. Hackers attain control of number of hosts without disclosing any
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information and alert, the hosts are called 8Zombie. These machines are then used as a
launching pad for DoS attack, greater the number of Zombie host stronger would be
the attack. Few prominent types of DoS attacks and their exploitation techniques are
shown in Table 3.2. We have also mentioned the vulnerability in protocol and system
which facilitate execution of respective DoS attempts.
Table 3.2
Types - Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks
Exploit

Description

Vulnerability

SYN Attack

Attacker sends the targeted system flood of
SYN packets with spoofed source address.

TCP Protocol- TCP three-way
handshake requirement

IP Spoofing/
Land Attack

Similar to SYN flooding, adversary flood
SYN packets into the network with a
spoofed source IP address of targeted
system

TCP Protocol – Stealing a
session of a bonafide host

UDP Flood

Random UDP packets from spoofed source
to target destination.

UDP Protocol – Random
packets from random spoofed
IP source

Ping of Death

Attacker craft IP packet which exceeds the
maximum 65,536 bytes of data thus
crashing / re-booting the system.

TCP Protocol – Fragmentation
of large ICMP packets

Smurf Attack

Attacker sending large number of ICMP
echo (ping) request to IP broadcast address
with the spoofed source IP address of the
intended victim.

ICMP Protocol – Sending large
number of spoofed ICMP echo
requests

ICMP Teardrop.c

Attacker send overlapping and oversized
TCP Protocol – Fragmentation
fragments to the target machine, it crash the attack caused by re-assembly
victim due to bug in TCP/ IP fragmentation errors of overlapping fragments
reassembly.

3.8.3 Impact of DoS – Resource Exhaustion
Resource exhaustion is the main objective of DoS attempts, attackers identify the
point in the network which requires resources for continuity and create conditions to
exhaust it. The resources which are normally exhausted by attacker include CPU
cycles (CPU usage), memory, disk space and network bandwidth. Attackers identify

8

Computer that has been implanted with a daemon that puts it under the control of a malicious hacker without the
knowledge of the computer owner. Zombies are used by malicious hackers to launch DoS attacks. The hacker
sends commands to the Zombie through an open port. On command, the Zombie computer sends an enormous
amount of packets of useless information to a targeted Web site in order to clog the site's routers and keep
legitimate users from gaining access to the site
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computationally expensive network processing operations and force NIDS to spend
all time executing these. This can be done by making an IDS to spend CPU cycles
reading packets and signature matching to detect attack patterns.
Memory is required for variety of tasks, TCP connections state, fragments
re-assembly and storing data for pattern matching. The first requirement of memory is
to read packets and in case of fragmented packets, the IDS allocates a memory space
to allow the system to maintain queue for incoming fragments. Attacker can force the
system to allocate all its memory to useless packets and can get the attack packets
dropped thus by passing IDS evaluation. Disk space is required by the NIDS to store
the alerts and logs, disk space is consumed for every alert logged, any hostile data
generated by an attacker trigger the system to log alerts and consume unnecessary
disk space. Overloading a network with useless data by an attacker results in high
bandwidth usage, this force an IDS to spend time on meaningless data and not
keeping track of what is actually happening in the network.
In general, IDS are the devices which spend more resources analysing the network
than any other network security systems. This is because IDS simulate the operation
of all machines in a network they are watching in order to keep a track of what is
actually happening. Thus, inherently the IDS are more prone to resource exhaustion
attack than any other network security component.
3.8.3.1 CPU Exhaustion
Exhausting the CPU resource is one of the prime target of any attacker trying to evade
the network security parameter. CPU starvation compromises the IDS performance
and does not allow the system to process packets at a faster speed thus causing packet
drop. Application and packet buffer need to work at a same speed, if the application
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doesn’t read the packets in the buffer faster, the buffer gets filled by packets awaiting
processing. This cause the captured packets to drop before the application ever has a
chance to examine them. IDS can be prevented by an attacker to keep up with packet
capturing by forcing it to spend too much time doing useless work. This can be
achieved by forcing an IDS to spend time on resource intensive operations. IP
fragmentation can be employed as one of the resource exhaustion technique. Each IP
fragment need to be stored, until all the related fragments arrive. On arrival of all
fragments the system performs re-assembly in order to retrieve the actual data. The
storage and re-assembly requires the fragments to be stored at a right place and right
place for a particular fragment (overlapping packets). The systems normally maintain
list of the fragments arriving and corresponding storage location, on arrival, each
fragment is checked for its identifications (ID), packets belonging to existing IDs are
send to designated storage area. All new IDs create a new entry in the list thus making
the list longer. An attacker exploit this fragmentation concept and send meaningless
data in number of small fragments from different IDs thus forcing the system to
utilize CPU cycles tracking down useless tiny fragments.
3.8.3.2 Memory Exhaustion
IDS requires memory to operate and the prime focus of an attacker is to exhaust the
memory resources. Memory requirement in IDS is based on the protocol processing
type, each type has a specific memory need. Exhaustion in memory forces the system
to malfunction; it may quit abruptly, may crash while trying to secure virtual memory
and even consumes large CPU cycles. Attacker examines the target system and
identify points at which the system allocates memory, the efforts are then made to
isolate the network processing events that cause the system to allocate the memory for
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a period of time. Heavy traffic is then injected and IDS is forced to process the
incoming packet flow, this causes the system to run out of allocated memory thus
resulting into malfunction. Thomas H. Ptacek in [56] discuss the technique of
reclaiming unused memory known as “Garbage Collection” however; this has its own
limitations. Systems unable to claim unused memory at an adequate speed prevent the
attack for a short time while the systems found too aggressive in getting the unused
memory may jeopardize real time processing by consuming much needed memory
and force the system to malfunction.
3.8.3.3 Bandwidth Exhaustion
The most insidious forms of DoS attacks are the Bandwidth Exhaustion. Attacker
generate large number of raw network traffic for the system’s low level interface to
handle. On arrival of each packet, the interface copy each packet off the wire,
interrupt the system and make the system to copy the packet into the kernel. The
interface has limited capacity to handle the incoming traffic before it starts dropping
incoming packets [56].
Attackers manage more bandwidth and can flood the victim’s network connection,
likely scenario is attacker on a T1 (1.544 Mbps) or a faster connection flooding a
56 Kbps or 128 Kbps network link. In few situations, targeted packet floods can cause
disruption, there is also a possibility of launching selective packet flooding DoS
attacks in a switched network. Targeting IDS only and making it to fail while
maintaining connections with other network machines can be done. This allows the
attacker to pin down the IDS and generate exploits to gain control over the victim
devices. The bandwidth exhaustion attacks are also related to CPU exhaustion
(resource crunch attempts) and can force the CPU to consume more CPU cycles thus
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crashing it before the interface got saturated. DDoS attacks has increased from few
megabits in year 2000 to 40 Gbps in 2010 [57]. Regardless of which component got
failed, the main aim of attacker is achieved by making the IDS useless.
3.9

Summary

Performance in NIDS stands critically important once compared with other security
mechanisms. Mostly, the performance of NIDS is ascertained by its ability to detect
most recent threats. There are also few more parameters which can be used to
describe system efficiency, in this regard Network Speed is considered vital in design
and deployment phase. System unable to handle maximum network speed may suffer
packet loss and show low detection rate. Adaptation to network speed requires
compatible hardware resources, it allow a system to have sufficient processing power
and memory to handle high speed link. We have also discussed few other important
NIDS performance requirements in this chapter, in this regard network policy is
critical in limiting false positive ratio. Fragile network policy can create high number
of false positives and may allow attacks to remain undetected.
Another aspect of performance is related to availability and efficiency, the system is
said to be available once it retain enough resources to analyze incoming traffic load
and is said to be efficient if it detect all inside and outside threats. System failing to
handle network traffic variations and fall short of scalable resources may compromise
its availability. Similarly, inability of a system to capture and analyze all incoming
packets for any good reason may have an impact on its performance.
The motivation behind the discussion in this chapter is to identify the parameters of
high performance NIDS design. We have identified the scope of using off the shelf
hardware in different configurations to match network speed and evaluation strategy.
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The next chapter will discuss the performance of Snort on host and virtual platforms,
this will set the stage for our high performance NIDS designs.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating Performance of NIDS - Snort
Significant amount of research has been conducted in the past to measure the
performance of NIDS. Most of the evaluation methodologies are based on testing it in
a moderate traffic conditions. Furthermore, some of the approaches have used
previously saved data sets. This seems unrealistic as performance of the systems were
gauged under limited conditions with non realistic network flow. The results obtained
in such do not portray actual performance output. We have endeavoured to evaluate
the system on realistic network conditions providing NIDS different tiers of hardware
support to ascertain its performance more practically. The recent development of
multi-core systems has also added few more opportunities to deploy software-based
system; these shall also be investigated here. In this chapter, we will endeavour to
find out the answers to the following questions:


Is it possible to deploy current software-based NIDS such as Snort [3] at rate more
than 500 Mbps using off the shelf hardware? Also to identify the limits of
incoming traffic a system can handle effectively in terms of packet loss.



Is the use of different OS, hardware design (single, multi-core processors) and
configurations (host, virtual) affect NIDS performance?



Can the software-based NIDS catch up with the advancements in network speed
once implemented on normal hardware or there is no space for a software-based
NIDS anymore?
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Our research has focused on signature-based IDS with an emphasis on evaluating its
performance in high speed traffic conditions. We have selected Snort [3] as a test
platform because of its popularity and status as a de-facto IDS standard. We are
confident that the results obtained in this research would be equally applicable to
other IDS available in the market. The test environments selected for the research has
a significant edge over [31, 58] and our results develop a new understanding
concerning IDS performance limitations. Following are the major differences in
comparison to [31, 58]:


Research in [31] used packet sizes 64 bytes, 512 bytes, 1000 bytes and 1452 bytes
at bandwidth of 100 Mbps. We have used packet sizes of 128 bytes, 256 bytes,
512 bytes, 1024 bytes and 1514 bytes at variable bandwidths of 750 Mbps, 1.0
Gbps, 1.5 Gbps and 2.0 Gbps. Our approach has a significant edge from [31] as
we have used more packet sizes and more bandwidths and have effectively
replicated real time traffic conditions.



[31] used separate header and payload rules, the method may not be able to
ascertain the performance bottleneck and cannot be considered as an ideal
evaluation platform. In addition the technique used variable rules, this may not be
wise criteria for evaluation in variable traffic conditions. Our approach has used
the constant rule set for evaluation which is a more viable option to analyze
variable traffic load.



Our test-bench has significant edge over both in both hardware and software
selection.



Research in [58] has considered traffic bandwidth upto 1.0 Mbps and have used
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6715 detection rules. In comparison we have used 8000+ Snort rules and have
used traffic bandwidth upto 2.0 GB. Our evaluation is also based on TCP, UDP
and ICMP flows.
Our evaluation methodology is based on the concept of analyzing the system
performance in terms of its packet handling capability by implementing it into
different hardware configurations and testing platforms. We have achieved this by
establishing three different test-benches where every test-bench has been assigned
specific evaluation task. Test-bench I implements the Snort on mid range off the shelf
hardware (limited processing power and system memory as shown in Table 4.1). The
Table 4.1
Hardware Description- Test-bench I
Machine Type

Hardware Description

Network traffic/ back

Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Traffic Generators: NetCPS [45],

Tools Used

ground traffic generator

GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, Network Tfgen [46], Http Traffic Gen

(Win XP SP2)

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet).

[47], LAN Traffic Version 2 [48]
and D-ITG Version 2.6 [49]

Network
ground

traffic/
traffic

back Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Traffic Generators: D-ITG

generator GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbpss RJ45, Network Version 2.6 [49] and hping

(Linux 2.6)

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet).

Attack Machine

Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Traffic Generator: Metasploit

Version 2 [63]

• Win XP SP2

GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, Network framework [64]

• Linux 2.6

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet).

IDS Machines

Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 • IDS:Snort [3], Traffic Monitor:

• Snort – Win XP SP2 [61] GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, Network Bandwidth Monitor [65] on Win
• Snort – Linux 2.6 [62]

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet).

XP SP2
• IDS:Snort and Traffic Monitor:
nload [66] on Linux 2.6.

Switch

ProCurve Series 2900 [60], 10 Gbps switch with 24x1 Gbps ports and 2x10 Gbps

3CR17762-91-UK ports.

results obtained in this platform describe the efficacy of NIDS’s implementation at
host and virtual platforms. The Test-benches II & III utilize high range off the shelf
hardware built on Intel Xeon Dual Quad-Core processor using 4.0 GB RAM. These
test-benches analyzed the system performance on host and virtual configurations
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respectively. We have also analyzed the system capability by observing its response
to known attacks in Test-bench I; however this criteria has not been considered for
other test-benches as we feel that these results will equally qualify for others as well.
4.1 Test-bench I
The network is composed of six machines, we have also discussed the similar testbench in our effort published as [59]. Test-bench is build around Pro-Curve Series
2900 Switch [60] as shown in Figure 4.1. The test-bench comprises a number of high
performance PCs running open source tools to generate background traffic, run attack
signatures and monitor network performance.

Traffic Generation Hosts
PC1

PC2

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Win XP SP2

Win XP SP2
Attacking Hosts

Receiving Hosts

Linux 2.6

Linux 2.6

Win XP SP2
Virtual Platform

Linux 2.6

Snort on Hosts Platform

Virtual Platform

Figure 4.1: Test-bench I

4.1.1 Traffic Generation Hosts
Two machines are configured to generate network traffic on Windows XP SP 2 [61]
and Linux 2.6 [62] respectively as shown in Figure 4.1. Distribution of network
traffic is TCP (70%), UDP (20%) and ICMP (10%).
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4.1.2 Attacking Host
Two machines are configured to generate attacks and exploits on Windows XP SP 2
and Linux 2.6 as shown in Figure 4.1.
The hardware description of the network is shown in Table 4.1. The network
components are described as follows
4.1.3 IDS Machine (Snort)
In the test-bench, Snort is operated on both host and virtual machines for both
Windows and Linux platforms. This has been done to analyze the performance of
Snort using the limited resources of a virtual machine and also with the full
processing capability of host computer. We have selected Snort version 2.8.3 [3] for
evaluation. Snort was also tested for its accuracy on the different operating systems
(OS) platforms (Windows & Linux). The platforms were tested by injecting a mixture
of heavy network traffic and scripted attacks through the Snort host. Snort.conf file in
its default configuration was selected for evaluation. The performance of Snort was
also been evaluated under the following variant conditions:
 Varying traffic payload, protocol and attack traffic in different scenarios, named
Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta and Echo as shown in Table 4.2 (next page).
 Generating attacks from different operating system hosts.
 Subjecting it to hardware constraints of virtual machine configurations.
4.2 Results

Snort was evaluated on the basis of network traffic that ranged from 100 Mbps to
1.0 Gbps (divided into five different test scenarios). The other parameters selected for
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evaluation include network utilization, CPU usage and Snort CPU usage. Snort
performance in terms of packets analyzed, packets dropped and alerts and log have
been considered for performance evaluation.
Table 4.2
Performance Evaluation Scenario - Test-bench I
Network Traffic Network Traffic

Attack Traffic

IDS: Snort

Scenario

Generator PC1

Generator PC2

Generator – Metasploit

Alpha

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Linux 2.6

Virtual Win XP SP2

Bravo

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Linux 2.6

Virtual Linux 2.6

Charlie

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Linux 2.6

Host Win XP SP2

Delta

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Linux 2.6

Host Linux 2.6

Echo

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Win XP SP2

Host Linux 2.6

Alerts are generated after successful detection of attack by Snort and also the event is
logged for further analysis. Statistics shown in the results of each scenario identify the
percentage of alerts detected by the system in response to attack generated by attacking
hosts in the test-bench. Fixed numbers of attacks were generated by using metasploit
frame work and response of the system was ascertained by analysing alerts and logs.
Result graph along x-axis shows the percentages of performance factors mentioned
and along y-axis describes Network Utilization, CPU Usage, Snort CPU Usage,
Packets Analysed, Packets dropped and Alerts/ Log.
4.2.1

Scenario Alpha. Snort was configured to run using performance limiting

configuration of a Windows XP SP 2 virtual machine. It was subjected to heavy
background traffic and attack exploits (from a well resourced Linux host). The results
obtained are shown in Figure 4.2 (next page). They demonstrate that the performance
of Snort deteriorates markedly as network traffic load increases.
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4.2.2

Scenario Bravo. Snort was configured to run using the performance-limiting

configuration of a Linux virtual machine and the attacker is a well resourced Linux
host. The results obtained, as shown in Figure 4.3 (next page) identify the similar
performance limitations as found in scenario Alpha. However, an improvement can be
observed when Snort runs on the same operating system as that of the attacking host.

Attack Platform: Host Linux 2.6 vs Snort Platform: Virtual Windows
Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

Network Utilization

12 %

56%

90%

CPU Usage

50 – 70%

90 – 100%

95 – 100%

Snort CPU Usage

40 – 50%

80 – 90%

90-98%

Packets Analysed

72.5%

66%

38 %

Packets Dropped

27.5%

34%

62 %

Alerts & Log

100%

75%

20%

100
80
60

100-200 Mbps

40

500-700 Mbps

20

800Mbps - 1.0 Gbps

0
Network
Utilization

CPU Usage

Snort CPU
Usage

Packets
Analysed

Packets
Dropped

Alerts & Log

Figure 4.2: Results – Scenario Alpha
Attack Platform: Host Linux 2.6 vs Snort Platform: Virtual Linux 2.6
Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

Network Utilization

12 %

54 %

90%

CPU Usage

50 – 70%

88 - 95%

90 – 100%

Snort CPU Usage

40 – 50%

75 - 85%

90-95%

Packets Analysed

75 %

62 %

45%

Packets Dropped

25 %

38 %

55 %

Alerts & Log

100%

50 %

30 %

100
80
60

200 - 400 Mbps

40

500 - 700 Mbps

20

800 MBPS - 1.0 Gbps

0
Network
Utilization

CPU Usage

Snort CPU
Usage

Packets
Analysed

Packets
Dropped

Alers & Log

Figure 4.3: Results – Scenario Bravo
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4.2.3

Scenario Charlie. Snort was configured to run using a well-resourced

Windows platform and the attacker on a Linux host. The results obtained are shown in
Figure 4.4 (next page). Snort performance declines as a result of being run on a
different operating system platform to the attacker. However, an improvement can be
observed in comparison to the equivalent virtual scenario.

Attack Platform: Host Linux 2.6 vs Snort Platform: Host Windows
Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

Network Utilization

13%

53%

90%

CPU Usage

20 – 30%

30 - 35%

35 – 40%

Snort CPU Usage

15 – 20%

20 - 25%

25-30%

Packets Analysed

98.2 %

38 %

27 %

Packets Dropped

1.8 %

62 %

73 %

Alerts & Log

100%

50 %

20 %

100
80
60
200 - 400 Mbps
40

500 - 700 Mbps

20

800 Mbps - 1.0 Gbps

0
Network
Utilization

CPU Usage

Snort CPU
Usage

Packets
Analysed

Packets
Dropped

Alerts & Log

Figure 4.4: Results – Scenario Charlie

4.2.4

Scenario Delta. As shown in Figure 4.5 (next page), Snort and the attacker

both configured using well resourced Linux platform as hosts. Comparatively an
improved performance for Snort can be observed in this scenario as both attacker and
Snort are using same OS (Linux).

4.2.5

Scenario Echo

Snort is configured to run on a well-resourced Linux platform and the attacker on a
Windows host. Similar results to those in scenario Charlie obtained, where the
operating system platform used Snort and attacker are reversed. The results obtained
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are shown in Figure 4.6 .

Attack Platform: Host Linux 2.6 vs Snort Platform: Host Linux 2.6
Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

Network Utilization

21%

55%

95%

CPU Usage

18 – 25%

29 - 36%

38 – 43%

Snort CPU Usage

15 – 20%

22 - 27%

29-36%

Packets Analysed

98.5%

47 %

32 %

Packets Dropped

1.5%

53 %

68 %

Alerts & Log
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Figure 4.5: Results – Scenario Delta

Attack Platform: Host Windows vs Snort Platform: Host Linux 2.6
Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

Network Utilization

15%

54 %

96%

CPU Usage

25 – 30%

32 - 35%

38 – 45 %

Snort CPU Usage

18 – 22%

22 - 26%

27-35%

Packets Analysed

99 %

42 %

35 %

Packets Dropped

1%

58 %

65 %

Alerts & Log
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Figure 4.6: Results – Scenario Echo
4.3 Test-bench II
Snort has been implemented on a fully resourceful host machine built on Dual Quad
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core processor using 4.0 GB RAM, the network has been made more realistic by
creating a scenario of traffic generating hosts sending data to receiving hosts
meanwhile IDS machines built on more resourceful platform evaluate the network
traffic. Both traffic generation hosts and IDS machines are configured on 10 Gbps
Network Interface Card (NIC) while traffic generation and receiving hosts are still on
1.0 Gbps NICs as of Test-bench I, hardware description is shown in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.7 (next page) describes the test bench, Snort been respectively evaluated on
the fully resourceful platforms built on Windows Server 2008 [67], Linux Server 2.6
and Free BSD 7.0 [68] respectively. The system performance is gauged in terms of its
packet handling capacity of the application built on respective platforms for different
types of network traffic.
Table 4.3
Hardware Description- Test-bench II and III
Machine Type

Hardware Description

Network traffic/ back

Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Traffic Generators: NetCPS [45],

Tools Used

ground traffic generator

GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, Network Tfgen [46], Http Traffic Gen

(Win XP SP2)

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet), L2 [47], LAN Traffic Version 2 [48]

Cache 2 x 4.0 MB, FSB 1066 MHz.
Network

traffic/

and D-ITG Version 2.6 [49]

back Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 Traffic Generators: D-ITG

ground traffic generator

GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, Network Version 2.6 [49] and hping

(Linux 2.6)

Card (Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet), L2 Version 2 [63]
Cache 2 x 4.0 MB, FSB 1066 MHz.

IDS Machine

Dell Precision T5400, Intel Xeon Dual Quad-Core IDS: Snort [3]
2.0 GHz, 4 GB RAM, L2 cache 2x6 MB, FSB 1066
MHz,

PCIe, Network Interface Card, 10 Gbps

Chelsio, HD: 1000 GB, Buffer 32 MB, SATA.

Receiving Hosts

Dell Precision T3400, Intel Quad-Core, Q6600 2.40 • Win XP SP2 – LAN Traffic

• Win XP SP2 [61]

GHz. 2 GB RAM, PCIe, 1.0 Gbps RJ45, NIC 10 Generator

• Linux 2.6 [62]

Gbps Chelsio on Win XP SP2 host and Linux 2.6 • Linux 2.6 – D-ITG Traffic
host has Broadcom NetXtremo Gigabit Ethernet.

Switch

Generator

ProCurve Series 2900 [60], 10 Gbps Switch with 24x1 Gbps ports and 2x10 Gbps
3CR17762-91-UK ports.

4.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
The methodology is based on varying traffic payload, UDP and Mixed TCP, UDP and
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ICMP traffic under following scenarios.
4.3.1.1 UDP Traffic
 Different packet sizes (128, 256, 512, 1024 and 1514 bytes) were generated and
Snort’s performance at the following traffic-load was evaluated: 750 Mbps,
1.0 Gbps, 1.5 Gbps and 2.0 Gbps respectively.


Snort’s performance characteristics were evaluated - packets received, packets
analyzed, packets dropped and CPU usage at various packet sizes and band widths
levels.



Duration of test: 1, 5 and 10 minutes, we have taken the average value of the
results obtained.

Traffic Generation Hosts

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Receiving Hosts

Receiving Hosts

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Free BSD 7.0

Respective Snort Hosts

Figure 4.7: Test-bench II
4.3.1.2 Mixed Traffic
The mixture of TCP (70%), UDP (20%) and ICMP (10%) traffic was generated
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replicating realistic network flow as follows:


Generating random packet sizes and observing the response of system – packet
handling capacity.



Traffic bandwidth of 750 Mbps, 1.0 Gbps and 2.0 Gbps.



Recording packet drop statistics in all three Snort platforms built on Free BSD,
Linux and Windows respectively.

4.4 Results
Response of the IDS System (Snort) on UDP traffic injected in various packet sizes
and bandwidths is shown in Table 4.4; each scenario is discussed in following
paragraphs:
Table 4.4
Results - Host-based Configuration - UDP Traffic (Packet Loss %)
Traffic

750
Mbps
1.0 Gbps

1.5 Gbps

2 Gbps

OS
Free BSD
Linux
Windows
Free BSD
Linux
Windows
Free BSD
Linux
Windows
Free BSD
Linux
Windows

128
Bytes
15.40
56.91
51.76
52.60
72.70
68.05
66.70
77.60
80.60
74.07
78.04
93.5

256
Bytes
9.45
52.67
50.62
32.15
69.04
66.82
62.03
71.50
74.70
69.80
75.80
91.0

512
Bytes
3.29
27.83
25.32
28.4
65.88
61.97
46.22
67.32
70.23
65.30
69.60
88.85

1024
Bytes
6.64
6.72
6.83
25.04
55.26
53.60
41.60
57.10
68.31
50.54
59.30
77.5

1514
Bytes
6.26
6.40
6.35
24.89
53.35
52.90
40.80
55.50
64.60
49.40
57.30
70.8

4.4.1 UDP Traffic
The coloured cells in Table 4.4 identify the bottleneck caused by low disk I/O rate, we
shall discuss it in analysis part of this chapter.
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4.4.1.1 UDP Traffic – 750 Mbps. Performance of all OS linearly improved from
smaller packet size (128 Bytes) to larger one (1514 Bytes); however Free BSD shows
a significant edge over the others in all ranges of packet sizes as shown in Figure 4.8.

100
80
60

FreeBsd

40

Linux

20

Windows

0
128 Bytes

256 Bytes

512 Bytes

1024 Bytes 1514 Bytes

Figure 4.8: Results: Packet Dropped (%), UDP Traffic – 750 Mbps
4.4.1.2 UDP Traffic – 1.0 Gbps. Increase in the bandwidth shows decline in the
performance of system result into more packet loss as shown in Figure 4.9.
Considerably uniform response has been observed in all categories of packet sizes
from all platforms tested respectively. This scenario also showed a comparatively
improved performance from Free BSD but not an ideal one.

100
80
60

FreeBsd

40

Linux
Windows

20
0
128 Bytes

256 Bytes

512 Bytes

1024 Bytes

1514 Bytes

Figure 4.9: Results: Packets Dropped (%), UDP Traffic – 1.0 Gbps
4.4.1.3 UDP Traffic – 1.5 Gbps. A further increase in the traffic bandwidth result
into more packet loss by the system as shown in Figure 4.10. Approximately similar
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performance was observed in all packet sizes, the response indicates Free BSD
performed better followed by Linux and Windows at last.

100
80
60

FreeBsd
Linux

40

Windows
20
0
128 Bytes

256 Bytes

512 Bytes

1024 Bytes

1514 Bytes

Figure 4.10: Results: Packets Dropped (%), UDP Traffic – 1.5 Gbps
4.4.1.4 UDP Traffic – 2.0 Gbps. At 2.0 Gbps of traffic input, performance of
Windows seemed totally compromised at 128 Bytes of packet sizes, the platform lost
approximately all the input traffic and performed no evaluation as shown in
Figure 4.11. It gradually increased for higher packet sizes, in a similar pattern as

100
80
60

FreeBsd
Linux

40

Windows
20
0
128 Bytes

256 Bytes

512 Bytes

1024 Bytes

1514 Bytes

Figure 4.11: Results: Packets Dropped, UDP Traffic – 2.0 Gbps
observed for the lower traffic bandwidths. This, however; displayed a highly
compromised performance from all platforms identifying the strong limitations to
handle the input traffic reaching 2.0 Gbps. Practically, the system build on Free BSD,
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Linux and Windows platforms once subjected to 2.0 Gbps of input traffic suffer heavy
packet loss.
4.4.2 Mixed Traffic
The main reason to conduct this test is to ascertain the performance of system in
realistic network conditions. The results here also followed quite similar pattern of
response as of UDP Traffic. Table 4.5 describes the results obtained, Free BSD
showed quite good performance in terms of handling mixed traffic for the bandwidth
of 500 Mbps, 1.0 Gbps and 2.0 Gbps on a multi-core implementation. Overall in
comparison with UDP, the performance is better due to high percentage of TCP
packets in the flow.
Table 4.5
Results - Host-based Configuration Results (Mixed Traffic)
OS
Free BSD
Linux
Windows

Dropped Packets
(%)
750 Mbps
14.8
20.4
19.2

Dropped Packets
(%)
1.0 Mbps
21.7
27.2
26.3

Dropped Packets
(%)
2.0 Mbps
32.8
54.6
48.3

4.5 Test-bench III
Virtualization is a framework for abstracting the resources of a PC into multiple
execution platforms by creating multiple machines on a single computer. Each
machine operates on the allocated hardware space on the host machine and can run
multiple instances of applications [69]. Thus a single machine may have multiple
instances of applications running on established virtual platforms. This concept has
been successfully incepted by the industry and business community. The mechanics
of system virtualization to implement network security tools has been considered as
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an appropriate choice by many vendors. The concept has also found acceptance
among researchers doing work in Information Security [70, 71].
Virtualization has been developed to address the issues related to reliability, security,
cost and complexity of the networks and systems. It has successfully been used for the
processing of legacy applications, ensuring load balancing requirements, resource
sharing and tasking among virtual machines by using autonomic computing
techniques. The technique has also shown merits in the situation where an application
failure on one machine does not affect the other. In addition, ease of isolation allows
multiple OS platforms to be built on one machine running variable instances of
applications. This has made the concept quite fascinating for the research community.
The test-bench is distributed into three parts; traffic generators, receiving hosts and
virtual IDS platform. We have discussed the same in our effort published as [72]. The
network is configured around a ProCurve Series 2900 Switch [60] as shown in
Figure 4.12 (next page).

Traffic Generation Hosts

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Receiving Hosts

Receiving Hosts

Virtual Platform – Win Sever 2008

Win XP SP2

Linux 2.6

Free BSD07.0

Snort on Virtual Hosts

Figure 4.12: Test-Bench III
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The basic idea of the evaluation process revolves around packet capturing and
evaluation by virtual platforms and Snort. We have selected two machines for traffic
generation: Windows XP SP2 [61] and Linux 2.6 [62] platforms respectively.
Similarly, the traffic reception machines were also deployed to fulfil network
requirements. Details of the traffic generation tools are shown in Table 4.3 (page 67).
The virtual platform running Snort has been configured on a dual quad-core
processor. The machine hardware details are listed in Table 4.3 (page 67). The
system is built on the Windows 2008 Server [67] platform and three separate virtual
platforms have been created on Windows XP SP2, Linux 2.6 & Free BSD 7.1 [68].
Snort runs simultaneously on all the virtual machines and handles similar traffic-loads
on all platforms.
4.5.1 Evaluation Methodology
In order to ascertain the capability of Snort to handle high-speed network traffic on
virtual platforms we proceeded as follows:


Parallel Snort sessions were operated on all virtual machines.



All machines were injected with the similar traffic-load characteristics (UDP and
TCP Traffic) for 10 minutes.



Different packet sizes (128, 256, 512, 1024 and 1460 bytes) were generated and
Snort’s performance at 100 Mbps, 250 Mbps, 500 Mbps, 750 Mbps, 1.0 Gbps and
2.0 Gbps was evaluated.



Snort’s performance characteristics were evaluated in terms of number of packets
received, packets analyzed, packets dropped and CPU usage for various packet
sizes and bandwidths.
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Packets received at both host OS and virtual platforms running Snort applications
were compared.



During the course of the tests, no changes were made in OS implementation
specifically Linux using New Application Program Interface (NAPI) [73] and
9

4.6

MMP and Free BSD using 10BPF [74].
Results

The results are distributed over UDP and TCP traffic types, it was observed that the
total packets transmitted from the traffic-generating PCs were equivalent to the
number of packets received at the host machine/ OS running virtual platforms as
shown in Table 4.6 .
Table 4.6
Packets Received at Host Operating Systems

Total Packets Received at OS (Millions) – UDP
Bandwidth

128 Bytes

256 Bytes

512 Bytes

1024 Bytes

100 MB

60

35.82

17.77

10.56

6.96

250 MB

178.1

94.14

48.00

18.34

20.22

358.3

148.29

92.56

46.2

39.00

144.72

91.56

45.23

167.40

78.00

500 MB
750 MB

System Non Responsive

System Non Responsive

1.0 GB

1460 Bytes

System Non Responsive

2.0 GB

Total Packets Received at OS (Millions) – TCP
Bandwidth

50 Connections

100 Connections

200 Connections

100 MB

10

26.7

21.60

250 MB

31.86

39.763

48.69

500 MB

67.90

108.56

84.098

750 MB

80.29

113.72

124.58

1.0 GB

102.51

118.144

148.982

2.0 GB

147.54

170.994

221.28

The table shows the percentage of packets received for UDP and TCP flows on
9 Modified device drivers packet handling procedures.
10 Berkeley Packet Filter
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various bandwidths at host OS. System Non Responsive means no packet received by
the system
4.6.1 UDP Traffic
The results below are described in terms of packet sizes, bandwidths and virtual OS
platforms running Snort application. Response of Snort was recorded for UDP traffic
for packet sizes 128 Bytes, 256 Bytes, 512 Bytes and 1024 Bytes. TCP traffic results
are obtained on number of successful connections – 50,100 and 200.
4.6.1.1 Snort response for Packet Sizes – 128 & 256 Bytes


Linux showed quite good performance for these packet-sizes upto 250 Mbps

traffic-load; its performance declined at higher bandwidth levels as shown in Figure

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

4.13. The system found non responsive at 750 Mbps and above.
Packet Size – 128 Bytes
100
80
60

Windows SP 2
Linux 2.6
Free BSD 7.1

40
20
0
100 Mbps 250 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps 1.0 Gbps

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

UDP Traffic

100

2.0 Gbps

Packet Size – 256 Bytes

UDP Traffic

80
60

Windows SP 2
Linux 2.6
Free BSD 7.1

40

20
0
100 Mbps 250 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps 1.0 Gbps

2.0 Gbps

Figure 4.13: Snort Packets Received (%) - UDP Traffic (128 Bytes & 256 Bytes)


Windows showed good performance for 128 Bytes packet sizes at 100 Mbps only.
Its performance is compromised at higher loading levels as shown in Figure 4.13.
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The system also found non responsive at traffic-loads of 750 Mbps and above.


Free BSD performs slightly better than Windows as shown in Figure 4.13. The
system also found non responsive at traffic-loads of 750 Mbps and above.

4.6.1.2 Snort response for packet size – 512 & 1024 Bytes


Linux showed quite good performance for traffic-load upto 500 Mbps for all
packet sizes as shown in Figure 4.14. The system found non responsive for packet
size 512 Bytes at traffic-loads of 1.0 Gbps and for packet sizes of 1024 Bytes the
system is not responsive at 2.0 Gbps.



Windows also performed satisfactorily at traffic-loads of 250 Mbps and
500 Mbps for packet sizes of 512 Bytes and 1024 Bytes respectively as shown in
Figure 4.14. The system found non responsive at traffic-loads of 1.0 Gbps and

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

above for packet size of 512 Bytes and 2.0 Gbps for packet sizes of 1024 Bytes.

Packet Size – 512 Bytes
100
80
60

Windows SP 2
Linux 2.6
Free BSD 7.1

40
20
0
100 Mbps 250 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps 1.0 Gbps

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

UDP Traffic

2.0 Gbps

Packet Size – 1024 Bytes

UDP Traffic

100
80
60

Windows SP 2
Linux 2.6
Free BSD 7.1

40
20
0
100 Mbps 250 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps 1.0 Gbps 2.0 Gbps

Figure 4.14: Snort Packets Received (%) - UDP Traffic (512 Bytes & 1024 Bytes)


Free BSD responded a bit better than Windows as shown in Figure 4.14. The
system found non responsive at traffic-loads greater than 1.0 Gbps for packet
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sizes of 512 Bytes and 2.0 Gbps for packet sizes of 1024 Bytes.
4.6.1.3 Snort response for packet size – 1460 Bytes


Linux showed significantly better performance for packet sizes of 1460 Bytes for
traffic-loads upto 1.0 Gbps however, the system found non responsive at 2.0 Gbps
loading as shown in Figure 4.15.



Windows also showed good performance upto750 Mbps loading. The system
found non responsive at 2.0 Gbps traffic-load as shown in Figure 4.15.



Free BSD responded a bit better than Windows as shown in Figure 4.15. The

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

system found non responsive at 2.0 Gbps traffic-load as shown in Figure 4.15.

Packet Size – 1460 Bytes
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0
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Packet Size – 512 Bytes
100
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Linux 2.6
Free BSD 7.1
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0
100 Mbps 250 Mbps 500 Mbps 750 Mbps 1.0 Gbps 2.0 Gbps

Figure 4.15: Snort Packets Rx (%) - UDP (1460 Bytes) & TCP (50 Connections)
4.6.2 TCP Traffic
We have included the results of 512 Bytes packet sizes in this section, results for other
packet sizes were observed quite similar. The results have been accumulated on the
basis of successful connections attempts (50, 100 and 200 respectively).
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4.6.2.1 Snort response for 50 Connections – 512 Byte


Linux exhibited quite good performance upto 750 Mbps loading however, its
performance declined at higher traffic-loads as shown in Figure 4.15 (previous
page).



Windows was acceptable upto 250 Mbps loading and its performance reduced for
higher traffic-loads as shown in Figure 4.15 (previous page).



Free BSD performed a bit better than Windows as shown in Figure 4.15 (previous
page).

4.6.2.2 Snort response for 100/ 200 Connections – 512 Bytes
Linux exhibited quite good performance upto 250 Mbps loading with minimum
packet loss, however, its response linearly declined for higher traffic-loads as

% - Pkts Rx by Snort

shown in Figure 4.16 .
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Figure 4.16: Snort Packets Received (%) - TCP Traffic (100 & 200 Connections)
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Windows also displayed a similar performance level upto 250 Mbps loading
levels and its performance declined for higher traffic-loads as shown in Figure
4.16 (previous page).



Free BSD performs a bit better than Windows as shown in Figure 4.16 (previous
page).

4.7

Analysis

4.7.1

Test-bench I



As expected, the performance of Snort was found to be dependent on its
supporting hard-ware components (CPU, Memory, NIC etc). In the virtual
scenarios, Snort was found to be less accurate for all categories of background
traffic. Conversely, the performance of Snort improved when run natively on its
host machine by utilizing all of the available hardware resources. Resource
constraints in the virtual machine have affected the overall performance of Snort
resulting in a high number of packets dropped and a reduction in alerts logged.
The statistics for percentages of dropped packets are shown in Figure 4.17 (next
page).



Traffic within the range of 100 – 400 Mbps has no significant impact on the
performance of Snort when run natively on host machines. However, its
performance declines in a virtual setup. Snort was found to be accurate in all
scenarios.



A slight increase in background traffic, in the range of 500 – 700 Mbps causes
deterioration in the performance of Snort. This degradation is approximately the
same in all scenarios
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Figure 4.17: Analysis - Packets Dropped (%)


With high background traffic levels, ranging from 800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps Snort
start bleeding. The number of alerts and log entries suffer significant reduction,
thus identifying an evident limitation in Snort’s detection capability.



Background traffic plays a significant role in the performance of Snort. The higher
the traffic, the less is the performance of Snort. The impact of background traffic
can be ascertained by analyzing the statistics of alerts generated in different
categories as shown in Figure 4.18 (next page).



Snort was found to be more effective in the configuration where both attacker and
host are on the same OS.



Snort performance is significantly reduced in the 1.0 Gbps scenarios.



System performance in relation to packet capture capabilities also found
dependent on CPU usage. Higher the CPU usage lesser would be the packet
captured for analysis by Snort application. Packets received at virtual platform for
evaluation by Snort are significantly less than the packets captured at host
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platform. However, lesser amount of packets received by virtual platforms result
in improved packets analysis statistics by Snort. For example in Windows virtual
platform, Snort analyzed 38% of the total packets received at system level
whereas in host Windows configuration, this value reduced to 27%.

Better

packets analysis percentage of virtual platform is due to the fact that the Snort
analyzed considerably lesser amount of packets whereas the packets captured for
analysis at host level are significantly more thus by no means virtual platform
performed better than the fully resourceful host.

Alerts & Logged Statistics
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60
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Bravo
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40

Delta
Echo

20
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100 - 400 Mbps

500 - 700 Mbps

800 Mbps - 1.0 Gbps

Figure 4.18: Analysis - Alerts & Log (Success Rate)


The performance of Snort on a Linux platform was observed to be comparatively
better than that of Windows. The results shown in Figure 4.19 (next page) are
based on the scenarios in which the Snort and attacker are on well resourced host
machines. Scenario Charlie represents Snort on Host Windows XP SP 2 platform
and Scenario Delta represents Snort on Linux 2.6. Packet drop at lower bandwidth
is negligible however; it increases with rise in network bandwidth for both OS
platforms.
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Linux vs Windows
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Figure 4.19: Comparison - Snort on Linux & Win


In general, Snort was found to be inaccurate when handling traffic levels above
500 Mbps. There was also a significant performance decline when the traffic load
exceeded 500 Mbps.

4.7.2

Test-bench II

The shaded cells in Table 4.4 (page number 69) indicate the case of Input and Output
(I/O) disk bottleneck, when the queue for I/O reading and writing exceeds an
acceptable limit and the hosting machine is no longer able to process all the traffic
(detailed discussion ahead). The overall assessment of system performance indicates
following:
 Snort running on Free BSD has achieved the greatest performance in comparison
to other OS for all traffic volumes and packet sizes.
 Windows and Linux showed quite similar performance in all scenarios.
 Small sizes of UDP packets are computationally expensive and the performance of
Snort declines for increase in traffic bandwidth.
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 Performance of mixed traffic has been observed better than UDP traffic, this is
because high percentage of connection oriented TCP packets.
 Considering the 1024 Bytes as an average packet size for normal real life traffic,
the raw processing rate of Snort application showed acceptable performance till
bandwidth of 750 Mbps for all OS and 1.0 Gbps for Free BSD for UDP traffic.
 The non highlighted results in Table 4.4 (page number 69) also indicates the Snort
design to support multi-core architecture, this is also under evaluation in NSRG
lab.
4.7.3 Test-bench III
The dynamics of virtualization requires the Host OS and the Virtual Machine software
(VMware Server) to be stored in the physical memory (RAM) of the host machine.
The virtual machines (Windows XP SP 2, Linux 2.6 and Free BSD 7.0) running on
VMware Server have been respectively allocated virtual RAM and disk space on the
physical hard drive of the host machine. The processes/ applications running on the
virtual machines use these simulated virtual RAMs and hard disks for the various
operations shown in Figure 4.20 [72].
Our test-bench has multiple instances of Snort and packet-capture libraries running on
different virtual platforms each with a different OS. The colored cells in Table 4.4
(page number 69) identify the bottleneck caused by low disk I/O rate. The packets
captured by each virtual machine are less than the packets received by the NIC, thus
identifying packet loss somewhere in between. The basic cause of packet loss at each
OS apart from the losses incurred by Snort during evaluation is the bottleneck caused
by a low disk data transfer rate.
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The disk I/O statistics as shown in Figure 4.21 (next page) reflects the hardware
limitations in handling multiple read/write operations. At 300 Mbps of traffic-load,
the disk I/O capacity touches 100% thus its performance at higher loads can be easily
ascertained.

Virtualization vs System Hardware
NIC

2.0 Gb
Traffic

Win SP 2

Linux2

Parameters

Free BSD

Host OS

Virtual Machine, VMware Server
2.0 Gb

300 MB/s
• NIC – 10 GB PCI-X, PCIe (Chelsio)

Buffer (16 MB)

Virtual
Linux

• Host OS – Win Sever 2008
• Physical RAM – 4.0 GB
• Hard Drive – 1.0 TB,
SATA 300 MB
• PCIe – 4/8 GB
• Virtual Machine - VM Ware
Server
• Virtual OS – Win XP SP2,
Linux 2.6 & Free BSD 7.1
•Traffic Injected – 2.0 Gbps (max)
• Buffer to host data transfer rate -

Limitations - Packet Drop

Virtual
BSD

Virtual
Windows
Memory

Memory

Memory

Hard Disk

Hard Disk

Hard Disk

• Context switching between virtual
machines
• Less buffer to host data transfer
rate
• Asynchronous write mechanism for
available storage device

Host Hard Drive

Figure 4.20: Virtualization Concept
The memory and storage for each virtual machine has actually been allocated on the
physical storage resources (i.e. hard disk) of the host machine. Packets received by the
NIC without any loss are transferred to the hard disk buffer at the PCI rate (4/8 Gbps).
From this buffer, these packets are required to be written to the disk at the buffer- tohost transfer rate of 300 Mbps (SATA Hard Drive [75]); thus a huge gap between the
disk-transfer rate and the incoming traffic load exists. In addition, traffic is fed to all
virtual machines simultaneously (in parallel mode), the disk is physically only able to
write to one location at a time. Thus any disk-write instance to a virtual machine will
cause packet drops on another. There are also some additional packet losses due to
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context switching within the hard disk.
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Figure 4.21: Statistics I/O System (SATA 300) Hard Drive
In order to augment our analytical stance of showing hardware as one of the major
bottlenecks for the efficacy of the virtualization concept for NIDS in high-speed
networks we have utilized the disk queue length counter. In normal circumstances, the
average disk queue length should be three or less (it’s ideal value) [76]. However; in
our test network, it is observed to be always greater than the ideal value for the traffic
ranges measured at 2.0 Gbps [72].
4.8

Recommendations

4.8.1

Protocol Oriented Analysis

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 4.22, the concept also addresses the
limitation of Snort being a non multi- threaded application During our testing work, we
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also explored a technique which incorporates the analysis of traffic based on protocols.
This was undertaken by creating a number of mirror ports on the network switch.

Protocol Oriented Analysis
Network
Traffic

Switch

UDP

TCP

ICMP

HTTP

Any Other

Snort running on all machines

Figure 4.22: Protocol Oriented Analysis

The host Snort machines are configured to respond to a specific protocol, thus
considerably reducing the processing required to be performed. These protocoloriented engines reduce the numbers for packet dropped, increase efficiency and
reduce response time, we have also discussed this concept in [77 ].
4.8.2 Serialization Concept
Another technique enables the re-evaluation of dropped packets by the Snort engine.
Packets dropped by the Snort engine on account of processing overheads and
overflow are analyzed by a parallel logic designed to handle packets based on certain
attributes. The flow diagram as shown in Figure 4.22 can be a good supplement to the
Snort packet-dropping weakness under high traffic conditions. We have discussed this
concept in our work based on Comparator Logic [78].
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The dropped packets belonging to a complete session can be reassessed and packets
showing incomplete sessions get deleted. Similarly, packets showing protocol
violations get deleted and others get a chance to be re-evaluated. Other suitable
parameters could also be incorporated into the architecture.

Serialisation Concept
Parallel Logic

Packets Dropped

Snort
Session Status

Incomplete

Complete
Protocol Statistics

Deleted

Violated

Satisfied

Add on options
Deleted

Figure 4.22: Serialization Concept
4.8.3 Dynamic Configuration
Site specific NIDS configuration that maximizes the analysis under predefined
resource constraints as presented in [34] can also be implemented for Snort. [34] is a
site specific NIDS configuration in which system scales down the CPU and memory
usage. It is implemented on a Bro Platform. Possible modifications can be made by
adjusting and re-configuring the plug-ins for specific objective.
4.9

Summary

This chapter has focused on ways of determining the efficacy of the widely deployed
open-source NIDS, namely Snort, in high-speed network environments. In the
beginning of this chapter we have mentioned few questions, those are required to be
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answered in this phase. We begin with the positive notion and agreed upon the
possibility of implementing open source software (Snort) on off the shelf platform.
The current development in hardware technologies have opened broad prospects for
legacy applications particularly software-based NIDS deployment at network edges.
Multi-core systems are available and widely used to offer intensive computational
opportunities.
However; we are not convinced on the idea of employing NIDS on virtual platforms.
The test scenarios employed, involved the evaluation of application under different
traffic conditions and observing the response of system to known attack signatures.
The results obtained have shown a number of significant limitations in Snort once
employed in a restrictive resource environment (virtual scenario). We have confirmed
that the underlying host hardware plays a prominent role in determining overall
system performance. Snort performed quite well in a fully resourced host platform
however; its performance is degraded as the number of virtual instances of NIDS is
increased irrespective of the OS used.
This hardware dependency is exacerbated when running Snort as a virtual machine
and it is anticipated that running a large number of Snort instances would lead to
major degradations in performance and detection levels. In general, any limitations in
system configuration would result in poor performance of the IDS thus it could be
concluded that any restricted hardware is not an ideal platform for IDS
implementation in high speed environment. The results obtained have shown a
number of significant limitations in the use of virtual NIDS, where both packethandling and processing capabilities at different traffic loads were used as the primary
criteria for defining system performance. Furthermore, we have demonstrated a
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number of significant differences in the performance characteristics of the three
different virtual OS environments in which Snort was run.
In pursuance of our objective, we have analyzed the performance of Snort under
realistic network conditions. The results obtained identify a strong dependency of
Snort on the host machine configuration. It can be ascertained that Snort is not
suitable for all network implementations with high volume of traffic e.g. 1.0 Gbps.
However; the system is not moving into total deadlock, there is a space to employ the
system on multiple platforms with adequate hardware resources. The mechanics here
is to provide an adaptable platform to IDS to ensure system’s scalability to network
speed and bandwidth. Based on the analytical findings, few techniques for improved
performance of NIDS were discussed in the last section of this chapter. We have tried
to materialize the recommended concepts in the next phase. The second phase of our
research is based on providing logical and hardware resource to NIDSs to handle high
speed link. The high performance design techniques shall be discussed in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Literature Review
This chapter is focussed on the literature review of related work, we have restricted
our discussion to the techniques used for improved performance NIDS designs
(Cluster-based adoption and IADF). The chapter is distributed in two parts, first part
deals with the discussion of related work corresponding to our Cluster-based design
and second part with IADF implementation.
5.1

Dynamic Cluster and Comparator Logic

Xindis et al in [79] proposed the architecture of Digenis – composed of an active load
balancing splitter and content based network intrusion detection sensors. The concept
showed few interesting results; however the implementation of splitter with an
additional task of traffic analysis to identify non attack packets may affect real time
performance of the system. This is due an increase in computational cycles involving
signature based comparison to determine non hostile traffic. Also, it is highly
probable that one on more NIDS sensors may become overloaded as a result of non
proactive traffic splitting avoiding threshold criteria for resource utilization.
Schaelicke et al proposed Scalable Network Intrusion Detection Load-balancer
(SPANIDS) [80]. The technique involved distribution of network traffic by the
loadbalnacer over an array of sensor nodes employing scalable multi-level hashing
techniques. This is to minimize packet loss and reduce NIDS vulnerabilities. The
concept also incorporates dynamic feedback from sensor nodes to adjust changes in
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network traffic and processing load. Multi level hashing is practically deemed
computationally expensive and may affect system performance. The scalable solution
to prevent overloading of sensor nodes involves shifting of entries among hash tables
triggered by sensor nodes. This may result in irrevocable data loss thus reducing
efficiency of the system.
Vallentin et al present a NIDS cluster as a scalable solution for high performance
intrusion detection on off the shelf hardware [81]. The cluster consists of frontend
node that evenly distributes traffic among backend NIDS nodes. The backend nodes
examine the input traffic and correlates individual results thus acting as a single NIDS
entity. The novelty of the idea is based on transparent exchange of low-level analysis
among participating nodes in order to compose a global picture of network activity.
The concept targeted Bro [16] as an underlying analysis engine for the backend nodes.
Load-balancing is based on hashing scheme where flows are assigned to respective
nodes. The results displayed a satisfactory CPU utilization for the captured trace. The
traced based approach for traffic analysis is debatable on grounds of being prone to
data loss and data corruption because of a wide difference between disk transfer rate
and network bit-rate, we have examined the issue in our effort in [72].
Anh Lee et al in [82] discussed load-balancing as an optimization problem and
suggest Benefit-based Load Balancing (BLB) algorithm. The concept is a customized
solution to [83]. The effort may however need further clarification to address the
following issues


As a new cluster is created every time the solution set for a certain flow is Ø
(variance constraints), we may eventually find a situation where all available
nodes (NIDS) are centroids thus practically nullifying any load-balancing
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The recent research suggests that the resource usage of a NIDS is proportional to
the number flows thus affecting overall system performance [84].



Two or more flows assigned to NIDS may conflict mutually thus creating a
bottleneck.

Christopher Krugel in [85] discussed the technique in which network traffic is split
with regard to sessions and forwarded to intrusion detection sensors, packets
belonging to a session is always fed to a same sensor. This allows a sensor to detect
multiple steps of an attack within a session. The technique, however does not
correlate information between different sessions, this may missed attacks performed
against multiple hosts.
There are quite few comparable products available in the market; however no
experimental data is available to carryout analysis. TopLayer Networks [86] designed
a switch which keep track of application-level sessions. F5 Networks [87] distribute
the load across multiple IDS sensors by mirroring it across, there are quite few
environments in which these devices can show good performance [88]. Radware [89]
load-balancer has an inbuilt IDS, support for any additional sensor is quite redundant.
5.2

Intelligent Anomaly Detection and Filtration (IADF)

Anomaly based IDS establish a statistical model of normal traffic and respond to the
deviation from this model. There are two broad approaches to define anomalous
behaviors – frequency- based and time-based.
SPADE [90], ADAM [91] and NIDES [92] are frequency-based mechanisms in which
probability of an event is established by the frequency of its occurrence. SPADE
establishes probability models based on the average frequency of TCP connections by
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sampling source and destination addresses, source and destination ports and Bayes
approximation of these established in four different sets. ADAM is based on the
concept of establishing samples of known attacks and attack free traffic. The concept
also models subnets (prefixes), address and ports. Deviation from the sample and
model classified as anomalous. NIDES perform two types of analysis – first, it
establishes historical statistical profile of each user and generate alert on identifying
any deviation, it also periodically update the established profile to detect any
masquerading attempts. Second, it uses rules that characterize known intrusion
attempts to raise alarm on detection.
PHAD [93], ALAD [14] and LERAD [94] use time-based models in which the
probability of an event depends on time of its occurrence. The attributes are recorded
as per their occurrence in the training data and any new instance is classified as
anomalous. The concepts use three variables “t” is the time since the attribute was
anomalous (training and testing), “n” is the number of training observation and “r” is
the set of allowed values. The factor “t” makes the model time depending, generating
higher values for anomalies not detected for long time-frame. They are related by the
equation (tn/r); score is assigned to an attribute considered novel. The major
difference between these three is the attributes which they monitor to establish
anomalous behavior. PHAD (Packet Header Anomaly Detector) learns the normal
range of 33 fields of Ethernet, IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols. The technique was
quite successful in detecting exploits at transport layer and below. PHAD is not
intended to be a standalone system; it should be a component in a system that includes
signature detection for known attacks. ALAD (Application Layer Anomaly Detector)
extract a “keyword” from the payload and associate it with other identifiers - source
and destinations addresses, ports, requests and response etc. For any packet, the first
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word of each phrase is considered as keyword thus there could be multiple keywords
for each packet. The keyword is used in pairs for example keyword + destination port.
The statistical profile is constructed to record all existing values for the pairs in the
training set. Any violation from the training data set is considered as anomaly.
LERAD (Learning Rules for Anomaly Detection) is a two pass algorithm, in first
phase rule set is generated from random sample of attack free data and in the second
phase, the rules are trained by collecting the set of allowed values for each antecedent.
The concept is applied in the method [93], [14] and [94] for anomaly score assigning.
The NETAD Model (Network Traffic Anomaly Detector) detects anomalies in
network packets, the concept use separate models corresponding to most common
protocols (IP, TCP, HTTP, etc). It filters out unnecessary traffic so only the start of
incoming server requests are examined. First 48 bytes of every header field is
considered as an attribute and packets are not parsed into fields [95]. Traffic filtering
drastically reduce the traffic data-set and increase the system performance. PHAD on
reduce data-set detects 52 out of 54 attacks with much increased performance;
however the most poorly detected category of DoS attacks in DARPA data-set
remained compromised. NETADS with few major improvements in (tn/r) ratio
detected 68% of the DoS attacks.
The probability based approaches proved to have better accuracy and detection rate
than the DARPA IDS evaluation; they are still not very satisfying based on
experiment results in [14] and [95]. ALAD mostly rely on header attributes affiliation
to keywords, normalized sample created by ALAD significantly associate IP address
to keyword. Most of the attacks detected by ALAD are based on new IP addresses
which are not in the training data set. Unfortunately, for anomaly based system this is
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not a viable solution due to high false positive rates. Even the performance of
algorithm was found compromised after removing the IP address restriction this
shows a design flaw. PHAD, ALAD and LERAD are criticized for ignoring the
frequency of events, if a value occurs even once in the training data, its anomaly score
is zero [95]. PHAD is bound to training data-set; it cannot detect an attack if it exist
within the training data-set and consider it normal in test-phase.
IADF mechanism is based on anomaly detection in header, the concept samples the
normal range of header attributes for IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols. It also
periodically updates the normalized sample thus adopting normal network variations
for example software updates, process initialization etc. The time-based approach
used in IADF to create the normalized model from header contents and connection
attempts has given good results. PHAD used clusters to record variations in header
patterns and probably the clusters are created on some attributes. Subsequently few
clusters showing a relationship get integrated to create a normalized sample. The
normal traffic falling outside the cluster shall always be false alarm and large numbers
of cluster may be computationally expensive. IADF has also been utilizing the similar
header attributes as that of PHAD; however the implementation to generate
normalized sample is quite different. Our approach restricts filters the header attribute
exceeding threshold; however the technique of adaptive threshold update reduce false
alarm by considering the normal traffic variations.
5.3

Summary

In the first part of the chapter we have carried out the review of research works related
to the Cluster-based adoption technique proposed by us (Chapter 6), salient points of
this discussion are summarized below.
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Xindis et al, Digenis [79] performed additional work of traffic analysis by the splitter
architecture, the concept may suffer performance limitation due to overloading of a
node. The overloading can be caused by non proactive traffic splitting and even
distribution of traffic. SPANIDS [80] architecture is quite similar to our work
however; computationally expensive technique may create performance issues.
Vallentin et al [81] traced based approach for traffic analysis is prone to data
corruption and data loss because of wide difference between disk transfer rate and
network bit rate. Key challenge in [81] is correlation of analysis performed by each
system, this may allow an attack spreading across many systems to remain
undetected. Ann Lee et al in [82] distribute the traffic load on the basis of variance
constraints, the flow is assigned to the node which gives best benefits, there may be a
situation where solution set for certain flow is a variance constraints applicable to all
nodes thus flow can be assigned to all nodes or any node i.e; practically nullifying
load balancing. Finally , Christopher Krugel in [85] developed a technique to split
packet on basis of sessions, this has shown good results by detecting attack within a
session but was unable to detect attacks distributed in different sessions.
In the second part of this chapter we discussed the works related to our IADF design
(Chapter 7), generally these related efforts corresponds to two broad categories of
anomaly detection, first, frequency-based anomaly detection and second, time-based
concepts. In frequency based concepts, SPADE [90] establish probability model based
on average frequency of TCP connections by sampling source and destination
addresses, source and destination ports and Baye’s approximation of these. The main
concern here is the probabilistic model which can result in high false alarm rate.
ADAM in [91] establishes sample of known attack and attack free traffic, it also
samples subnets (prefixes), address and ports. Deviation from sample is anomaly. The
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concept has no automatic generation of sampling technique, it is quite rigid and may
not be able to incorporate normal traffic variations. NIDES in [92] perform two types
of analysis; first it establishes historical statistical profile of each user and generate
alerts on identifying any deviation, it also periodically update the profile to detect any
masquerading attempts and second, it uses rules to detect intrusion attempts.
Generally, the historical profile evaluation is a processing intensive selection and may
not support normal variation thus giving high number of false positives.
In the time-based concepts PHAD [93], establish the normal range of 33 fields of
protocol, the concept is quite similar to our approach in IADF. ALAD [14] extract
keyword from the payload and associate it with other identifiers, the process can be
processing intensive and also create high false alarms. The LERAD [94] is two pass
algorithm phenomena in which first rule set is generated from random sample of
attack free data and later rules are tuned on allowed values. Finally NETAD [95] uses
separate models corresponding to common protocols. NIDES [92] and LERAD [95]
bear similarity in operation.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Cluster & Comparator Logic
We have investigated the performance of open source NIDS Snort in Chapter 4, Snort
investigations published in our efforts [72, 78, 96] has became the foundation of the
high performance design presented in this chapter. Snort performance evaluation
brought to light factors responsible for its limited performance in high speed
networks. Resource hardware was investigated as the prime cause of poor Snort
performance, this aspect was further magnified on off the shelf resources where the
system has shown limitations in handling Giga bits of network traffic. Vern Pason et
al, in [97] also discussed the implications of high traffic volume and rates, the
advancements in these has out passed the CPU performance and detection task has
gone beyond the performance of traditional hardware ware resources.
We have developed a novel technique to avoid the bottleneck caused by processing
limitation of off the shelf resources. Our designed logic incorporates well defined
policy based routing implemented on a load-balancer. The load-balancer distributes
network traffic among cluster nodes thereby ensuring efficient usage of available
hardware resources. We have tested the model under variant traffic conditions
depicting real time network scenarios.
6.1

Integrated System Architecture

6.1.1

Cluster Overview

The dynamic IDS cluster is composed of five basic components as shown in
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Figure 6.1. The Policy based Loadbalancer splits the traffic to IDS Cluster Nodes.
The Manager Console provides centralize user interface to manage Plugins
(Comparator Logic), control Central-data-base and administer alerts. Finally the
recovery NIDS evaluates the lost traffic recovered through Comparator Logic
component.
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Figure 6.1: Dynamic Cluster Architecture
We have implemented Snort, an open source NIDS on each cluster nodes on account
of its popularity and status as a de-facto IDS standard. Snort relies on the packet
capturing libraries (libpcap and winpcap). The libraries act as packet capturing
interfaces to the underlying operating system. Snort is a signature based IDS; it uses
rules to detect hostile network intrusion attempts. The rules are the set of requirements
created to generate an alert and have a particular syntax. On successful detection of a
hostile intrusion, the detection engine sends an alert to a log file/storage resource [2].
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6.1.2

Network Load-balancer

The proposed load-balancer architecture applies policy-based routing technique
coupled with intelligent monitoring mechanism. This is to ensure maximum
scalability and efficient utilization of hardware resources. The architecture is an
outcome of the evaluation of methodology proposed in [88]. Effort in [88] deals with
the static pool of IP addresses, we have implemented a dynamic pool where the nodes
are classified primary and secondary nodes. Our work has added more sophistication
in the concept of pool based data distribution by adding threshold statistics, primary
and secondary switchovers, recovering data loss by using Comparator Logic and
evaluating recovered data by recovery NIDS. Operational flow of the load balancer is
discussed on per packet basis in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Flow Chart – Policy-based load-balancer
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Linux-kernel [62] based policy routing only monitors the flow destined to Media
Access Control address (MAC address) of an interface installed in the system itself.
The concept proposed in [88] created a module to receive the traffic from SPAN port
of switches and aggregate the entire traffic into one stream, change the MAC address
of each packet and forward the stream onto the Linux Policy Router. Our proposed
load-balancer logic incorporates the technique to efficiently utilize the cluster node
resources. Rules are formulated to make pools of IP tables to distribute the traffic
among cluster nodes. We have performed following improvements in the policy
routing:


Preventing system overloading due to heavy traffic injected for a specific IP Pool,
our design support non overlapping pools of IP addresses.



Incorporating dynamic sensor nodes (primary and secondary).



Incorporating the concept of primary and secondary switchovers to ensure
resource utilization.



Exchange of state information (node CPU Usage) to determine switchovers.



Retrieving data loss in switchovers by using Comparator Logic.



Evaluation of retrieved data by recovery NIDS.

Node CPU utilization is ascertained through listing as shown in Figure 6.3.
Listing – CPU Utililization Monitor
Int Echo( string IPAddress)
{
if (System.CPUUtilization(IPAddress)>Threshold)
Return 0;
Else return 1;
}

Figure 6.3: Listing – Threshold Monitor Listing –CPU Usage Monitor
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6.1.3

PlugIns

We have designed a flexible architecture to support the enhancement and extension by
use of Plugins. These Plugins may include reporting services, alert correlation, traffic
recovery and loss prevention mechanisms etc. These are usually integrated with the
load balancing component via shared database. We have tested the extendibility of
our implementation using the Smart Logic Component. Smart Logic is based on the
Serialization concept discussed in [59]. The concept is further refined from the
previous effort in [78] as shown in Figure 6.4, the refined version is now termed as
Comparator Logic.

Listing – Comparator Logic
PcapDeviceList DevicesSharpPcap.GetAllDevices();
If (Devices.Count !=1)
Return Error No Active Ethernet Devices
Else
Check if SNORT is running
If ( Get_Pid (“Snort”) =0)
Return Error No active IDS Instance
Activate Component
Starttime = current time ;
While( (Get_Pid(“Snort”)!=0 && packet=device.PcapGetNextPacket()
!= null ))
{
WriteSrcPacket( packet);
Perform Comparison
FetchLost();
If ( starttime >= Current Time - 00:15:00 )
{
CleanDump();
}
}
FetchLost()
{
ExecuteQuery (Select distinct * as tbl_Lost from tbl_switch where
( (pkt_Session_id, pkt_Src_ip) not in
(Select pkt_Session_id, pkt_Src_ip from tbl_Log)) and
(pkt_Src_ip like (poolvalue))
}
CleanDump()
{
ExecuteQuery
(“delete from tbl_Switch where timestamp <= CurrentTime - 00:15:00”)
ExecuteQuery
(“delete from tbl_Log where timestamp <= CurrentTime - 00:15:00”
}

Figure 6.4: Listing – Comparator Logic
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The dynamic cluster architecture exchange session information with Comparator
Logic to retrieve lost sessions. The session loss generates the alert identifying the IP
Pool. The entire lost session is recovered using Comparator Logic and send to
recovery NIDS for evaluation. The recovery NIDS is isolated from the NIDS cluster;
however it can be integrated within the Comparator Logic component.
6.2

Test-bench

The network is built around HP ProCurve series 2900 Switches [60]. We have used Dell Precision T3400, Intel Core2Quad, Q6600, 2.40 GHz, 2.0 GB RAM, PCIe with
10 Gbps Network Card (Manufacturer: Chelsio) as NIDS Cluster nodes, traffic
generators, manager console and recovery NIDS. The higher graded machine- Dell
Precision T5400, Intel (Xenon) Dual Quad Core, 2.0 GHz, 4.0 GB RAM, L2 Cache
12 MB, PCIe, Network Card 10 Gbps (Chelsio), SATA 300, hard disk 1000 GB,
Buffer size 32 MB, SATA 300 has been used for load-balancer and Comparator
Logic. The test bench setup is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Test-Bench – Dynamic Cluster-based adoption
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We have generated mixture of network traffic by using traffic generation tools – LAN
Traffic Generators [48] and D-ITG Traffic Generator [49]. The estimated composition
of traffic is TCP - 70%, UDP – 20 % and ICMP – 10 %. Packet sizes of 128, 256, 512
and 1024 bytes were used in the traffic bandwidths of 500 MB, 1.0 GB, 2.0 GB and
4.0 GB to gauge the system performance.
The main focus of the evaluation methodology is to ascertain the network
performance by estimating the CPU usage of load-balancer in different traffic
conditions. Also the performance of Cluster nodes has also been observed in relation
to CPU usage and response to traffic (received, analyzed & dropped). The approach
has evaluated the system performance in consonance to actual networks.
6.3

Results & Analysis

6.3.1 Load-balancer CPU Usage
The performance of load-balancer in terms of CPU usage has been recorded on the
respective bandwidths of 500 MB, 1.0 GB, 2.0 GB and 4.0 GB. The results showed a
linear increase in usage for respective bandwidths for all packet sizes as shown in
Figure 6.6 (next page). However; the CPU

usage

declines linearly on a

respective bandwidth smaller packet size to a larger one. For example at 4.0 GB,
CPU usage for 128 bytes packet size was observed 80% approximately and the usage
for 1024 bytes packet size on similar bandwidth was 68%. This is due to larger
number of smaller size packets in a given bandwidth consuming more of the
processing power.
6.3.2 MAC Translation – Response Time
Our implemented loadbalancer logic demands translation of destination MAC address
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to that of policy router interface MAC address. The procedure is required due to the
limitation enforced by the policy router’s dependence on second layer addresses. On
successful translation, the destination IP address has been compared from the pool
table. Confirmation of IP address in a pool allows the balancer to send traffic to
designated cluster node for evaluation else new pool is created. The results shown in
Figure 6.7 describes the cumulative response time for MAC translation and pool table
creation.
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Figure 6.6: Load-balancer – CPU Usage
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Figure 6.7: Response Time – MAC Translation
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We have observed that the maximum response time for such response has not
exceeded 2.0 milliseconds. The response for already established entries showed an
average response of 1.2 milliseconds. These results are quite acceptable for a real time
evaluation of variable network traffic ranging upto 4.0 GB.
6.3.3 Cluster Nodes performance on variable traffic load
We have also evaluated the individual performance of cluster nodes on a variable
traffic. The evaluation methodology based on stressing one of the nodes and
subjecting it to maximum CPU usage. This has been achieved by executing several
processor intensive applications on a node and also by injecting a larger slice of total
traffic directed towards a particular cluster node. The efficiency of load-balancer was
found unaffected in this odd scenario where majority of the input traffic belonged to a
specific pool handled by an overloaded IDS node. The procedure was also designed to
ascertain the response of load-balancer once a node reaches a predefined threshold
value.
The result obtained validates the hypothesis of load sharing between nodes. The
cluster node primarily handling the traffic for IP Pool B on reaching threshold value
(70 %) activates the load-balancer module. The load-balancer regulates the load
destined for Pool B by switching it over to Pool A whose usage is quite low. The
Figure 6.8 describes the CPU usage of respective cluster nodes, it has been observed
that for

500 MB and 1.0 GB, the variable traffic load injected to the cluster network

did not require any regulation; however for other bandwidths, the graph shows a
constant sharing of responsibilities between Pool A and B, this is due to overloading
of Pool B which enforces load-balancing. The dotted lines in Figure 6.8 shows
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sharing of processing load between cluster nodes handling traffic for Pool A and B.
Crossing the CPU usage threshold value for node handling Pool B causes the loadbalancer to divert traffic as per policy (Pool A). Now the CPU usage of Pool A shows
increase due to processing of own primary load and additional secondary load
(diverted by load-balancer). The regulation may cause session loss, this is prevented
by implementing the concept of Comparator Logic.
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Figure 6.8: CPU Usage – Variable injected load on cluster nodes
We have also conducted several other tests to gauge network utilization, CPU Usage
and application (Snort) CPU Usage by independent nodes handling uniformly
distributed traffic. The result showed a linear increment in all parameters in response
to increase in network/ input traffic as shown in Figure 6.9 (next page). Similar results
were also observed on other IDS cluster nodes.
6.3.4 Comparison of IDS Performance – Single node VS Cluster Architecture
The test environment is based on receiving and evaluating TCP packets of size 512
Bytes by NIDS Cluster. Bandwidths of 500 MB, 1.0 GB, 2.0 GB and 4.0 GB were
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used for approximately 100 TCP connections respectively. The performance of Snort
was observed on a single machine (outside cluster) handling the range of traffic. Later
on, we observed the accumulated performance of dynamic cluster. In order to identify
the efficiency/ performance gains of the Comparator Logic we have also recorded few
results for comparison. The performance of Snort was observed on a single machine
(outside cluster) as shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: CPU Usage – Equivalent load on cluster nodes
NIDS Performance – Single Node (Outside Cluster)
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Figure 6.10: NIDS Performance – Single Node
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At 500 MB, the performance of the system was quite good; however increase in the
bandwidth causes degradation in performance and at 4.0 GB; the system analyze less
than 50 % of the network traffic as shown in Figure 6.10.
The response of the system was later observed on a dynamic cluster platform. The
accumulated results of the cluster nodes are shown in Figure 6.11. The significant
improvement has been observed for all bandwidths specifically at 2.0 GB and 4.0 GB
the system cannot be termed as failure. The packets dropped basically correspond to
session loss incurred during load-balancing activity i.e; distribution of load to
secondary node because of predefined processor usage threshold value. However; this
cannot be termed as the ideal performance as still quite large percentage of network
traffic gets lost.

Performance of Dynamic IDS Cluster without Comparator Logic
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Figure 6.11: Performance of Dynamic NIDS Cluster without Comparator Logic

Our proposed Comparative Logic to recover the lost sessions was found successful in
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recovery of packets. On all traffic bandwidths, the accumulated results from cluster
nodes displayed a significant improvement. At 4.0 GB, the Comparator Logic enable
the recovery NIDS to analyze 50 % of the lost traffic thus improving the overall
evaluation statistics to 77 % as shown in Figure 6.12.

Performance of Dynamic IDS Cluster with Comparator Logic
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Figure 6.12: Performance of Dynamic NIDS Cluster with Comparator Logic
6.4

Summary

The Dynamic Cluster-based approach provides a scalable solution to NIDS in high
speed environment. The main component of the design is the load-balancer which
distributes network traffic to cluster nodes for evaluation. Distribution of traffic is
based on refined policy routing ensuring utilization of cluster resources and
preventing packet drop. Standard computing resources of individual machines were
collated to generate more processing power, memory and speed to ensure minimal
packet loss. The proposed design ensure high availability, throughput and
performance. The Cluster-based approach can be considered as a good and cost
effective substitute of expensive commercialized NIDSs available in the market.
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Chapter 7
Intelligent Anomaly Detection & Filtration
This work is based on a logical approach for high speed NIDS, we have proposed a
technique to utilize both mechanisms (anomaly-based and signature-based) in a
concatenated architecture. Our objective is to achieve less processing overheads,
minimal packet loss, prudent IDS evaluation and high efficiency. The novelty of the
concept is the integration of intelligent filtering mechanism with IDS. The filtering
mechanism which we call as Intelligent Anomaly Detection Filter (IADF) limits the
traffic flow to IDS by eliminating part of the traffic load identified hostile or
anomalous. Thus a wide portion of the network traffic awaiting IDS evaluation get
filtered on pre-defined anomalies at first stage and the remaining traffic classified as
normal is evaluated by the IDS. The filtering process is also strengthened by defining
dynamic threshold limits to adapt legitimate traffic variations to reduce false alarm
rate. The core of the mechanism is based on filtration mechanism to restrict passage
of traffic to NIDS. The traffic filtered suffer protocol violations and possess
anomalous characteristics. This prevents the NIDS from analyzing the considerable
amount of data which in other case may result in performance loss. IADF thus ensures
enough resources to be available to NIDS to analyze the incoming traffic (filtered
traffic only) for possible threats thus retaining enough resources for awaited
evaluation.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) data-set [98] has been used
to evaluate the system performance; the data-set shall be discussed in the later part of
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this work. The overall system involves two evaluation levels, stage one is the IADF
implementation to filter out anomalous traffic and stage two is IDS evaluation. The
concept is based on packet header evaluation including contents-based, time-based
and connection-based analysis. This is further strengthened by the timely update of
normalized sample (Threshold Value) to include authorized network traffic changes
which results in the reduction of false alarm. Traffic characterization plays a dominant
role in reducing false alarm and enhancing performance of anomaly-based engines.
Highly accurate and self learning options were applied to any levels of traffic to
mitigate the risk of violation. The system needs to understand the profile and activities
of each IP address, Local Area Network (LAN), Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN)
within a time limit. A targeted and robust profile with an upto-date traffic
characterization reduces false alarms rates. Vern Paxson in [99] concluded that
network traffic parameters like packet arrival times, connection and web requests/
responses have number of variations. The complexities in variation make the models
inaccurate and can increase the error rate. Any normal activity not coinciding to the
normal behavior of a system or user at particular time of the day may generate alarm
for example email request by a company member at late night or in odd day hours.
This may create fear for any unauthorized SMTP flow for a possible DoS attempt
against the email server.
Traffic characterization is an important factor in IADF mechanism, the threshold
limits identified for protocol parameters are based on analyzing the network flow. The
parameters like, header fields, checksum errors, source IP addresses block, SYN
regularity shall be the basic parameters used in the proposed concept.
The basic performance measuring factor is the response of IDS on DARPA traffic
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flow in different conditions. Here, again we have selected Snort [3] as a test platform
because of its credibility and status as a de-facto IDS standard. We are confident that
the results obtained in this research would be equally applicable to other IDS
available in the market. The evaluation methodology is based on the concept of
analyzing the system capacity in terms of its packet handling capability by
implementing it into different configurations and testing platforms. Broadly, we have
selected two different scenarios, first gauging the performance of system without
IADF implementation and second with the introduction of filter. We have also gauged
the performance of the system by doing its fine tuning. System is tuned by using
network statistics which is generated by analyzing traffic flow in a network segment
in a selected time frame. The parameters established from the analysis identify an
interesting behavior of a network traffic in which an anomaly in one situation is
normality in other. Fine tuning has resulted in the reduction of false alarm and has
also prevented NIDS from unnecessary traffic processing.
7.1

Evaluation Parameters – DARPA Data Set

In 1998 and 1999, the Lincoln Laboratory at Michigan Institute of Technology (MIT)
under the contract with DARPA developed a series of data sets in order to evaluate
the performance of existing Intrusion Detection Systems [100]. These dataset were
created by using host computers connected together with a traffic generator to model
a small US Air force base network connected to Internet. Network audit and host
audit information was recorded during the experiments. Three weeks of training data
and two weeks of test data were released with details of attacks included in the
synthetic dataset.
DARPA dataset have become famous in Intrusion Detection research community,
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they are also broadly criticized. The criticism is due to the fact that an accurate
performance of IDS cannot be gauged from these data set as the real network traffic
differs from it. McHugh [101] describes the dataset have number of artifacts making it
unsuitable for learning based approach of IDS evaluation; the major concern was
raised on the malformed background traffic or “crud”. Mahoney et al in [102] also
identified other inconsistencies with the real traffic captures for example TCP SYN
regularities and predictability of source address and Time To Live (TTL) values in
packet headers. Despite the criticism about DARPA dataset of not being an ideal
ground for IDS evaluation we have selected it for our design and evaluation phase.
We have selected DARPA because till date most of the attacks similar to DARPA
dataset are still not detected by most of signature-based systems [103]. Secondly, our
design is not truly related to detection mechanism, our work is related to performance
parameter of the system which is related to platform resources and not to detection
accuracy. Our work does not entail critical evaluation of an IDS performance; we
have already done this in our previous efforts. This work purely relates to defining a
mechanism to enhance the performance of IDS.
So any criticism on the selection of DARPA is truly not applicable for our research.
We needed a well defined attack database for evaluation and DARPA has successfully
done that. To this day they are some of the publicly-available dataset with a broad
research base and analytic framework.
Table 7.1 describe the distribution of DoS exploits in the DARPA dataset. The
DAPRA dataset has fulfilled the requirement by categorizing attacks in four
categories: Denial of Service (DoS), Probe Activity, Remote to Local (R2L) and User
to Root (U2R). We have already discussed DoS attacks in Chapter 3, Probe attacks
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are meant to get useful information about network, machines and services for future
exploitation. R2L occurs when an attacker having no access rights exploits the
resources of a machine or network. Attacker exploits the vulnerability and gain access
as user to a machine or network. U2R exploits are a class of exploit in which the
attacker starts out with access to a normal user account on the system by using
illegitimate

means and later exploit the vulnerabilities in the system and gain

privilege access (root access). Table 7.2 gives the categorization of attacks and their
corresponding factor. DoS exploiting protocol vulnerabilities have established a
significant edge over the others. In DARPA dataset approximately 98% of the attacks
within the DoS classification were generated utilizing protocol exploits [100].
Table 7.1
DoS exploits and their influence in DARPA dataset
Exploit

Vulnerability

Threat

Attack Statistics

SYN Attack

TCP Protocol- TCP three-way
handshake requirement

Denial of Service

85% (1526643)

IP Spoofing/ Land
Attack

TCP Protocol – Stealing a session of a
bonafide host

Unauthorized access

Negligible
(68 numbers)

UDP Flood

UDP Protocol – Random packets from
random spoofed IP source

Denial of Service

Negligible
(108 numbers)

Ping of Death

ICMP Protocol – Fragmentation of
large ICMP packets

Denial of Service

10498 (0.6%)

Smurf Attack

ICMP Protocol – Sending large
number of spoofed ICMP echo
requests

Denial of Service

250133 (13%)

ICMP Teardrop.c

ICMP Protocol – Fragmentation attack
caused by re-assembly errors of
overlapping fragments

Denial of Service

16555 (0.9%)

DNS queries

DNS Protocol – Recursive lookups in
DNS queries, server impersonation,
unauthorized updates, impersonation
etc

Denial of Service.
Unauthorized
access, data loss

Nil

Spam Attack

SMTP Protocol – Protocol lack
security component, rely on add-on
security sometime compromised

Denial of Service

Nil

Table 7.2
Attack distribution in DARPA Dataset
Total Attacks:
1902003

DoS

Probe

R2L

U2L

Distribution

1791399

106914

9054

2580

Percentage

93%

5.6%

0.4%

0.1%
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7.2

Intelligent Anomaly Detection Filter (IADF)

IADF implements the inline filtering of input traffic by using intelligent logic to block
anomalous payload. The overall operation incorporates use of IADF to detect and
filter attacks showing anomalous traffic pattern for example SYN attacks etc. The
basic concept of the IADF is to use it in conjunction with signature-based
mechanisms such as Snort to enhance detection performance. We have implemented
the mechanism to detect selected categories of attacks from DARPA dataset (DoS and
Probe attempts only) [100].
7.2.1

Process Flow

We have used the Linux based customized module to take all traffic on one interface
and change the MAC address to that of IADF machine and send the modified packets
to another interface. This would be considered as an extended application of the
concept discussed in [88]. The concept in [88] extended Linux Kernel, a custom
module that takes all traffic in one interface, change MAC address that of the policy
routing system (Linux Policy Router) and send the traffic to another interface which is
connected to policy router. We have used the technique of changing MAC addresses
of all incoming traffic to that of IADF filter. This has been done because IADF only
acts on packets destined for the MAC address of an interface installed in the system.
Two interfaces are required at module one to receive aggregated traffic from SPAN
port of the switch and one to send traffic to IADF. SPAN port on the switch needs to
be configured to monitor the entire network traffic.
The IADF is configured to filter-out the anomalous traffic only and send the
remaining traffic either to single IDS machine or IDS cluster as discussed in our paper
published as [77], the effort is also discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis. The process
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flow is elaborated in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: The Process Flow
7.2.2 IADF - Mechanism

The design is based on filtering packets exploiting legitimate features of protocol
design for example SYN attacks and malformed packets for example Ping of Death
attack. Protocol-based filtering is done through header-based evaluation process by
inspecting selected header attributes. IADF also incorporates filtration based on traffic
variations to accommodate legitimate change in traffic pattern to reduce false alarm
rate. The mechanism is discussed in following paragraphs.
7.2.2.1 Normal Data Sample Generation
Mahalanobis-distance (DM) [104]; a statistical distance measurement technique has
been used to update the normalized traffic sample. DM has been used to identify the
dissimilarity measure between traffic samples to detect traffic anomalies. In our
design DM is considered as an acceptable value, any measurement greater than this is
considered anomalous. The concept takes into account the variance-covariance matrix
of data points. Attributes lying in the direction where there is more correlation
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increase the chance of measurement in that direction in comparison with any other.
Network traffic pattern also shows similar bidirectional variations. Mahalanobis
supported the concept of stratified random sampling because of a linear trend in
change of header attributes. Stratified random sampling performs random packet
selection from a sample space, the size of sample space can be variable. Stratified
random sampling can go for classes of IP addresses in which every class defines a
pool of IP address, random selection is done within that pool. We have also used
Mahalanobis algorithm because of two major reasons, first, we foresee the variation in
traffic is a bidirectional increase or decrease, the algorithm supports detecting outliers
resulting from a bidirectional change. Second is the possibility of variable to sub
variable classification on which IADF is based, this is also supported by the
algorithm.
Figure 7.2 (next page) describes the technique to define normalized data sample in
IADF mechanism. The filter is tuned on data corresponds to the normal behavior of
the network derived from a sample space SN. Conventionally, DM between a particular
sample unit “a” and the mean “µ” of sample space, “T” total number of samples and
covariance matrix “P” of specific data is defined as:
DM = {(a - µ)T P-1 (a - µ)}1/2....................................................................................(7.1)
We have used DM to determine the dissimilarity measures d (x,y) between two sample
spaces. We have utilized the dissimilarity measure in determining the filtration
parameter. This has been achieved by comparing the normalized sample SN to the
sample space SA recorded at a random time interval. The sample space SN and SA can
be categorized as two random vectors “x” and “y” to identify dissimilarity measures,
where SN → x and SA → y. Using DM we have obtained the dissimilarity measure by
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using following equation :
d (x,y) = {(x – y)T P-1 (x – y)}1/2 ……………………………………………...…..(7.2)
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Figure 7.2: Normalized Sample Generation
The dissimilarity factor less than threshold value considered as accepted behavior and
sample space SA is now updated as SN for a new traffic profile which also updates the
DM. Dissimilarity factor greater than threshold is confirmed as anomalous behavior.
The dissimilarity factor is then compared to the sample acceptance threshold (TA)
derived ahead. TA is generated by SA and is continuously updated on a selected time
frame, DM get pace with TA to identify anomalies. Following equations also describe
the similar process:
Condition 1: d (x,y) ≤ TA is a new DM …...…………………...…..……………...(7.3)
Condition 2: d (x,y) > TA is a confirmed anomaly……….……………………….(7.4)
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7.2.2.2 Adaptive Threshold Generation
Cumulative moving average has been used to measure traffic variations in header
attributes to calculate dynamic Adaptive Threshold (TA). Yoohwan Kim et al in [105]
describe adaptive thresholds as most robust mechanisms in a wider spectrum of
network traffic in their work on score-based scheme for filtering DoS attacks. The
filter is tuned to dynamic threshold value adapted to incorporate normalized traffic
variations. Network traffic varies significantly in different times of the days; IADF
takes into account the normal network operation. We have described the dynamic
threshold adaption of incoming packets by considering network traffic transition in
different times of the day. The sequential process chosen to establish threshold value
is based on previous average, current average and total number of values (header
attributes in consideration).
Cumulative average (Ti) in an instance “i” is calculated as:
Ti = Sum of discrete header values “Sh”
Total Number of header values “n”
Ti = Sh / n………………………………………………………………………..…(7.5)
Where Sh = h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + ……………hn
The adaptive threshold (TA) for different time frame and network traffic activity is
calculated by considering Ti, current data, its difference from Ti and total number of
attributes.
From equation number (7.5)
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nTi = Sh = h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + ………… + hn

………………………………..(7.6)

For n + 1,
hn+1 = (h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + …… + hn+1) – (h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + ………… + hn)
Where Sh +1 = (h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + … + hn+1) and Sh = (h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + …… + hn)
hn+1 = (n+1) Ti+1 – nTi ……………………………………………………………..(7.7)
Ti+1 = (hn+1 + nTi) / (n+1)…………………………………………………………..(7.8)
Ti+1 = Ti + (hn+1 - Ti) / (n+1) ………………………………………………………(7.9)
TA = Ti+1………………………………………………………………………..…(7.10)
We have utilized the network traffic captured from university web server to evaluate
adaptive threshold implementation. The duration of the captured trace is related to
different timings of the day identifying maximum network usage significantly higher
than average network activity. Figure 7.3 relates the increase in traffic with respective
to time, the figure describes start of data injection and not the clock time. Variation in
network traffic is plotted against time. A linear increase in the average value is
observed, this range from 20% to 30% of the normal traffic value. The traffic load
from university server is a wise selection as it replicate real-time traffic variations
which are required to analyze the designed algorithm. We have also carried out the
discrete evaluation of adaptive threshold mechanism by considering three phases of
traffic variations.


Uniform traffic pattern (no significant change in traffic pattern) as shown between
time interval 1 and 2 along x-axis in Figure 7.3.
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Linear increase in traffic as shown between time interval 3 and 4 along x-axis in
Figure 7.3.



Linear decrease in traffic as shown between time interval 8.5 and 9.5 along x-axis
in Figure 7.3.

Adaptive threshold for the three phases of traffic variation is shown in Figure 7.4
(uniform), 7.5 (increase) and 7.6 (decrease). The graph has been plotted by
considering the threshold value within a time segment as shown in equation 7.11 by
using TA and largest value of header attribute (HL) obtained from SN. The adapted
percentile increment (Pinc) is calculated as:
Pinc = TA /HL………………………………………………………………………(7.11)
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Figure 7.3: Average variation in normal traffic in different times of the day describing
variation in network activity
A direct relationship of the network traffic variation and threshold adoption has been
observed in all phases of Figure 7.3. The Uniform traffic phase describes a symmetric
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response of threshold adoption as shown in Figure 7.4. Linear increase in threshold
has been observed for increase in network traffic and similarly threshold reduces for
decrease in traffic as shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 (next page).
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Figure 7.4: Adaptive Threshold Generation during Uniform Phase of Traffic Variation
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Figure 7.5: Adaptive Threshold Generation during Increasing Phase of
Traffic Variation
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Figure: 7.6: Adaptive Threshold Generation during Decreasing Phase of
Traffic Variation

7.2.3 IADF Architecture

IADF mechanism is based on following detection approaches:


Analyzing protocol features



Identifying malformed packets



Checking system bugs

We have restricted this work to protocol-based filtration; however there is an equal
possibility to enhance this work to encompass other anomaly-based filtering
techniques. Table 7.3 describes the possible anomalies in detection approaches.
The IADF implementation is distributed in following three classes as shown in
Figure 7.7 (next page):


Class I, Content based (packet driven).
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Class II, Time based (time driven).



Class III, Connection based (frequency driven).
Table 7.3
Detection Approaches and Anomalies
Detection Approaches

Anomalies

Analysing protocol features

Number of requests/ responses (SYN, ICMP, emails, etc), oversize
packets, large number of connection request on a particular port
(Process Table), external requests (Syslog requests appearing on the
network, UDP services spoofed as an internal address actually
originated from outside)

Identifying malformed
packets

Stacks violation (overlapping IP fragments), Address violation (Same
source and destination IP), TTL inconsistency (based on network
architecture), Fingerprinting probes (OS identification), Checksum
errors.

Checking system bugs

Http headers (varying number of http requests), URL description
(number of unauthorized features for example front slashes)
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Figure 7.7: IADF Implementation
These classes are based on filtering parameters linked to response time and decisionevaluation methodology. All are header-based decision techniques filtering the traffic
on identifying particular anomaly in header values. We have also found the similar
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feature construction in [106]; however the work encompassed extracting the features
from raw tcpdump data to establish a normalized field for the comparative study on
anomaly detection schemes and not as per IADF design architecture.
Header fields identify three different classes as mentioned above and threshold of
each class is established from the training data and is termed as a normality sample
(SN).
Class I - Content-based filter, the class search for the discrete anomalous values
violating IP address normality table. The table holds the record of own network IP
fields and authorized outside addresses for example TTL field violation, IP address
flaws (same source and destination IP addresses), Packet lengths violations to counter
teardrop and portsweep attempts, port based violations (TCP/UDP source port etc),
over size packets (ping of death) and pointers Urgent Pointer (URG Ptr). The
fragmentation errors in IP datagram (Offset) also fall under this category however; we
have ascertained the performance based on limited number of packets where the
decision is based on observing the fragmentation field, offset values and payload size.
This class also filters out the packets bearing identity of internal network host
generated outside the network (IP Spoofing).

Class II – The class is time driven sampling technique primarily used to detect DoS
attempts. DoS attacks exploit the protocol features and can be detected by observing a
particular attack attribute in a time frame. In order to reduce false negatives the
system automatically update the filtration threshold by using Adaptive Threshold
Mechanism discussed in the previous section. The updated threshold is calculated
from a new sample space at a latest time interval. The system counts SYN/FIN
packets and compare these to the newly updated threshold (TA) to detect abnormal
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behavior. This can also be extended to observing other header fields violations in a
http request from client to server. Observing number of ICMP echo-replies sent to a
particular machine which has not generated any echo requests can also be dealt in this
class. Class III - Connection-based filter, it is designed to compare connections made
to/ from a source to identify abnormal behavior considering total number of
connections identified in normalized sample. This could be further extended to
connection request to and from a client to requested service.
IADF Listing in Figure 7.8 describes the algorithm; it is a stage based evaluation of
network packets. Each stage is a filtering mechanism identified by the respective
evaluation flag, in the first stage, content based evaluation and filtering is performed.
Attributes of content-based filtering (Class I) are shown in Figure 7.7, detection of
anomaly in a particular value sets the flag (block the packets) and evaluation is
transferred to next stage for similar execution and flow. Class I filtering is followed
by Class II and Class III mechanisms.
Typically the TCP header field range from 20 bytes to 60 bytes. The header is
20 bytes if there are no options and it is 60 bytes if it contains options. The respective
header filed values range from 4 bits (HLEN field) to 32 bits (SEQ &ACK fields)
allowing 24 to 232 possible values. This identify a wide range of possible values and
may be a daunting task for making a hardware to go for each discrete value keeping in
view the current high speed traffic requirements. To achieve the target, the normalized
sample based on the training data has been created. In this regard, the system
calculates threshold limit of required header field. In addition, the concept of table
driven mechanism to store the network topology and mechanism of time-based and
connection-based evaluations has facilitated the IADF process. The input to this is
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also provided by the normal behavior model for the update of table entries and
perform anomaly checks based on normal entries. Finally the analyzed data marked as
anomalous is blocked and logged for future evaluation.

ContentFilter C1 = new ContentFilter();
ConnectionFilter C2 = new ConnectionFilter();
TimeFilter C1 = new TimeFilter();
Bool Content, Connection, Time = False;
while (P.getPacket()== True)
{
// Content Based Filtering
if (Content==False)
{
C1,ChkSrcIP(P.GetPacket());
C1.ChkDestIP(P.GetPacket());
C1.ChkTTLIP(P.GetPacket()
.... // Content Based Filter Functions
,,,, //Content Flag Set to True when a discrepancy is found
}
if (Content == True)
{
// Content Based discrepancy found.
}
if (Connection==False)
{
C2,ChkTCPSeq(P.GetPacket());
C2.ChkTCPAck(P.GetPacket());
C2.ChkTCPFlag(P.GetPacket()
.... // Connection Based Filter Functions
,,,, //Connection Flag Set to True when a discrepancy is found
}
if (Connection == True)
{
// Connection Based discrepancy found.
}

if (Time==False)
{
C3,NumSrc(P.GetPacket());
C3.NumDest(P.GetPacket());
C3.NumServSRC(P.GetPacket()
.... // Time Based Filter Functions
,,,, // Time Flag Set to True when a discrepancy is found
}
if (Time == True)
{
// Time Based discrepancy found.
}

Figure 7.8: IADF Listing

7.3

Test-Bench

The test-bench composed of DARPA machine injecting DARPA dataset (tcpdump
files) into the network. It is built around HP ProCurve Series 2900 Switch [60] as
shown in Figure 7.9. We have used - Dell Precision T3400, Intel Core2Quad, Q6600,
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2.40 GHz, 2.0 Gbps RAM, PCIe with 10 Gbps Network Card (Chelsio) as DARPA
traffic generator machine. The higher graded machine- Dell Precision T5400, Intel
(Xenon) Dual Quad Core, 2.0 GHz, 4.0 Gbps RAM, L2 Cache 12 Mbps, PCIe,
Network Card 10 Gbps (Chelsio), SATA 300, hard disk 1000 Gbps, Buffer size 32

Routing Manager

DARPA Dataset
Normal Traffic - Generator

MAC Translation

HP Pro Curve
Series 2900 Switch

MAC Controller

Mbps, SATA 300 has been used for IADF and IDS.

IDS - Snort
DARPA Dataset
Attack - Generator

Manager Console

IADF Filter

Blocked - Logged

Figure 7.9: Test-bench - IADF Implementation and Evaluation
Snort 2.8.1 has been selected as an IDS platform,

the parameters selected for

evaluation include network utilization, CPU usage and Snort CPU usage. Snort
performance in terms of packets analyzed, packets dropped, alerts/ log and detection
status have also been considered for critical evaluation.
We have used tcpdump (pcap) files of two training weeks (one and three) of DARPA
and attack signatures from the test-data. The distribution of selected attack signatures
are shown in Table 7.1. Two weeks of normal traffic generated from the traffic
generator machines and attack signatures obtained from the two weeks of attack data
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are injected into the network. The performance of Snort has been considered as the
bench mark for the evaluation; this has been done in following stages.


Evaluating Snort Performance without IADF mechanism.



Evaluating System Performance by including IADF mechanism.



Identifying Snort Performance on different attack signatures with and without
IADF implementation.

7.4

Training Data for Normalized Behavior

Determination of normalized behavioral pattern is the major component of the IADF
design; it is based on following steps:


Determination of sample fields (header field) as discussed in the previous
sections.



Sifting of normal data from the massive data resource of DARPA to train the
system for to establish normal behavior model.



Selection of normal data other then the training data to evaluate the system
performance.



Train the system on burst traffic with and without attack, we have not considered
this in this work and will be included in our future efforts.

The sample fields based on header attributes have already been established and are
shown in Figure 7.7. We have evaluated the performance of IADF on the 1999
DAPRA off-line IDS evaluation set. We have used the TCP, UDP and ICMP
Connections from the first and third week of training data having no attack signatures
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to make a normalized behavior sample. The number of connections established TCP
– 853000 (93%), UDP - 51180 (6%) and ICMP – 8580 (1%) based on five working
days per week. The TCP connections are dominated by the web traffic supported by
SMTP, FTP and TELNET sessions.
7.5

Results & Analysis

7.5.1 Verifying Threshold Adoption
We have injected the random TCP-SYN attack from the selected DARPA data set
repository. The threshold adoption displayed a significant increment in establishing an
updated threshold of injected SYN attack thus identifying an abnormality. The
random injection of TCP-SYN in normal attack profile made a noticeable leap in the
normal threshold value restricting the threshold update and fulfilling the Condition 2
(Equation 7.4) discussed before. Significant variation of DoS attack traffic from
normal traffic profile can be observed in Figure 7.10.

Traffic Profile – TCP-SYN Attack

50

Traffic Variation (%)

40

30

20
Normal Traffic – Adaptive Threshold
10

0
0

1

2

3

4
5
6
Time Interval (minutes)

7

8

Figure 7.10. Random injection of DoS attack traffic to analyse the performance
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The system evaluates the status of traffic variation caused by the injection of SYN
attacks by comparing the sample space generated at current stage (S A) with the
previous stage (SN). The sample space SN has already been updated and has generated
the threshold value TA. Dissimilarity observed in the two samples is calculated and
compared with TA. In the situation mentioned in Figure 7.10, d(x,y) > T A thus
anomaly has been detected. The concept has also been validated in [107] where an
anomalous events induced an abrupt jump in the mean of network traffic statistics.

7.5.2 IDS (Snort) Performance without IADF Mechanism.

Snort detection has been considered as the bench mark for the evaluation of IADF
concept. DARPA dataset comprised of limited number of attacks detectable by
signature or rule-based detection engines [103]. We have analyzed that majority of the
attacks falling within the domain of DoS and Probe attacks are not promptly detected
by signature based mechanisms, this is due to a wider variation in the attack profiles.
Snort is also limited in detecting such attacks, it can be said that the incapacity of
Snort to detect the wider frame work of anomalous behavior of DoS and Probe
attempts is due to its design limitations. We have carried out a detailed investigation
on the performance issue of Snort in our previous efforts and have also investigated
the performance of few reputable industrial researchers. All came with the same
suggestion of using signature based mechanism in-support to other detection
technique to detect peculiar behavior of DoS and Probe attempts.
The results identified in Figure 7.11 describe the performance of Snort in response to
DARPA data-set test attack repository. Snort performed quite well for lower
bandwidths; however its performance slightly declined for higher bandwidth (1.0
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Gbps). The attack detection rate of Snort is quite low in all categories of input
bandwidth this is due to its design limitations. Snort performance to detect DoS and
Probe attacks has found quite low. The SYN attacks have a major share in attack
repository of test data being a type of DoS attack. Snort performance on different
types of DoS attacks has also observed quite low as shown in Figure 7.11 on a
bandwidth of 1.0 Gbps. The results obtained in Chapter 4 can also provide a useful
insight on the individual performance of Snort here.

Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

CPU Usage

25 – 29%

30 - 35%

39 – 45%

Snort CPU Usage

19 – 23%

25 - 28%

29-35%

Packets Analysed

98.5%

90%

82%

Packets Dropped

1.5%

10%

18%

Alerts Detected Snort

20%

19%

17%

Network Utilization

15%

34%

56%

100
80
60
100 - 200 Mbps
500 - 700 Mbps
800 Mbps - 1.0 Gbps

40

20
0
CPU Usage Snort CPU Packets
Usage
Analysed

Packets
Dropped

Alerts
Network
Detected Utilization

Figure 7.11: IDS (Snort) Performance without IADF Implementation
7.5.3 IADF Implementation in Support to Snort

The IADF process flow includes the using of Perl Script [108] matcher to establish
the result profile. Input to the matcher is fed from the IADF logger (blocked traffic)
and alert logger (Snort log); the two inputs are compared to the attack files dump
obtained from the test-data. The results are based on matches obtained with Snort
alerts and IADF detection, the process is described in Figure 7.12.
The comparison mechanism also facilitated evaluation of IADF and Snort
Performance. False positives and false negatives are identified thus describing the
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overall system performance. We have not included the analysis of these in the current
work and shall be included in our future efforts.

Attack Files
(DARPA dataset)

IADF Detection
Blocked/ Logged

Perl Script
Matcher

Match
Snort Alert

Match
IADF Filter

Snort Alerts
Logged

False Positives

False Negatives

Accumulated Result

Figure 7.12: Alert and IADF Matcher
Accumulated results from Snort alerts and IADF blocked traffic logged show a
considerable improvement in overall system performance as shown in Figure 7.13.

Parameter

100 – 200 Mbps

500 – 700 Mbps

800 Mbps – 1.0 Gbps

CPU Usage

25 – 29%

30 - 35%

39 – 45%

Snort CPU Usage

19 – 23%

25 - 28%

29-35%

Packets Analysed

98.5%

90%

82%

Packets Dropped

1.5%

10%

18%

Alerts Detected
(Snort + IADF)

Snort - 20%
IADF – 66 %

Snort - 19%
IADF –62%

Network Utilization

15%

86%

81 %

34%

Snort - 17%
IADF - 60

77%

56%

100
80
60

100 - 200 Mbps
500 - 700 Mbps
800 Mbps - 1.0 Gbps

40
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0
CPU
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Snort CPU Packets
Usage
Analysed

Packets
Alerts
IADF
Network
Dropped Detected - Detection Utilization
Snort

Figure 7.13. System Performance with IADF Implementation
Majority of the DoS attacks remain undetected by the signature-based Snort
mechanism were successfully eliminated by our filtering technique. IADF performed
quite well for few attack types (ping of death, ICMP teardrop.c, back and land) where
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almost all anomalies were detected by the system however; response to SYN attack is
still below the required limit, the major factor associated to the limited performance is
due to the wider range of SYN attack profile. The system get compromised by
establishing normalized sample and keeping the track to reduce false alarm thus
falling short in performance. Table 7.4 describes the overall performance of the IADF
and NIDS implementation.
Table 7.4
System Performance – Attack Types
Attack Type

No. of Attack
Signatures

Attack Type

Snort
Detection

IADF
Detection

SYN Attack
(Neptune)

1526643

DoS

259529
(17%)

915987 (60%)

Ping of Death

10498

DoS

10013 (95%)

10498 (100%)

Smurf

250133

DoS

15642 (6.1%) 182596 (73%)

ICMP teardrop.c

16555

DoS

11257 (68%)

16555 (100%)

Back

2281

DoS

2281 (100%)

2281 (100%)

Land

35

DoS

35 (100%)

35 (100%)

UDP Storm

108 numbers

DoS

35%

81%

IPSweep

16336

Probe

9981 (61%)

Not Configured

nmap

2357

Probe

2157 (91%)

Not Configured

IADF hasSatan
not been configured
anomalies
the Perl matcher
32632 to filter R2L
Probeand U2R 17456
(53%) and
Not Configured
Dict

881

R2L

881 (100%)

Not Configured

Imap

8

R2L

8 (100%)

Not Configured

Phf

5

R2L

5 (100%)

Warezclient

1766

DoS

440 (25%)

script identifies the response of Snort to the attacks we have selected from DAPRA
Not Configured
data-set repository. Snort performed quite well for dict, Imap and
phf attempts, we
Not Configured

Perl_clear our results
1 with [103] and
U2R observed1 (100%)
Configured
have compared
significantNotimprovement.
This
Per_magic

4

U2R

4 (100%)

Not Configured

may be a because of the periodic improvements in Snort rules and its design
configuration. The Snort performance for warezclient is still significantly low, this is
due the design of these attacks as they exploit few legitimate services thus making it
difficult to write rules for detection.
We have avoided filling our attack repository by including loads of U2R attacks, this
is primarily because the attack is design to affect the users by gaining extra privileges
and we are convinced that the best way to detect U2R attempts is the host-based IDS.
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Also the basic design parameter of IADF (the header based evaluation supported by
content, count and time- based evaluation) do not ideally support the U2R detection.
7.6

Summary

IADF design is based on our idea of concatenating two types of IDS mechanisms
(anomaly-based and signature-based) in a supportive architecture. The design is based
on two broad principles, first sifting of incoming traffic and filtering anomalous
payload and second facilitating NIDS to have in-depth evaluation of leftover traffic.
Filtering device is the basic component of the architecture, it prevent the NIDS from
overloading by eliminating a portion of traffic by considering it anomalous and
stopping categories of network threats which remains undetected by signature-based
NIDS for example zero-day attacks having anomalous pattern. The design ensures
enough resources to be available with NIDS at second stage and allowing it perform
more discreet analysis to detect slow and low categories of attacks. The filtration is
based on tuning the anomaly detection process using Adaptive Threshold Mechanism
(ATM). The ATM is based on Cumulative Moving Average concept to incorporate
normal traffic variations to reduce false alarms. We have implemented the mechanism
to detect DoS and Probe attacks available in DARPA dataset. The results have shown
the credible performance enhancement of NIDS ensuring maximum packet
evaluation, lesser losses and reduction in false alarms.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1

Conclusion

The recent era has witnessed a tremendous increase in the usage of computer network
applications. With the rapid development of various network services and usage, these
systems are becoming attractive to large scale malicious attacks. Network threats are
becoming a major concern to the stability and security of the system. Various
techniques have been designed to prevent such incidents among them Network
Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) has gained substantial importance. Today, variety
of open source and commercial NIDS are available to match the users and network
requirements. This can be said that NIDS has established its importance in network
security architecture but its performance remains a concern.
An effort has been made in this research work to evaluate the performance of current
day NIDS by employing evasive and avoidance strategies. The sole motive behind the
evaluation strategy is to determine performance limitations of NIDSs on off the shelf
hardware and finding ways to improve it.
Snort, an open source NIDS has been selected for evaluation on account of being a
de-facto IDS standard. The system has been evaluated on a test bench employing
techniques to simulate real-life normal and attack-like traffic. Two broader approaches
have been selected to determine the performance of Snort: host-based and virtualbased analysis. This is further supplemented by gauging the performance of system on
different OS platforms (Windows, Linux and Free BSD) utilizing multi-core
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hardware. Our test-methodology is also based on the concept of stressing the system
and degrading its performance in terms of its packet handling capacity. This has been
achieved by normal traffic generation; fuzzing; traffic saturation; parallel dissimilar
attacks and manipulation of background traffic for example fragmentation, packet
sequence disturbance and illegal packet insertion.
NIDS market is predominantly influenced by the commercial vendors but still few
open source systems like Snort and Bro are maintaining the pace. The open source
systems has established their credibility in research community because of available
information on algorithm and code used, flexible configuration and online support.
Flexibility of configuration allows the researchers to tune the systems (for example
Snort) to detect variety of attacks and probe attempts such as buffer overflows, stealth
port scans, Common Gateway Interface (CGI) attacks and much more. Flexibility also
allows Snort to be implemented as as packet sniffer, packet logger and NIDS. Online
forum also provide upto-date information to tune the system on specific requirements.
We have adopted a systematic approach to identify the performance limitation factors
of NIDS and has established that major reason of compromised performance is the
systems inability to handle high speed traffic. The limitation of a system to capture all
incoming packets can cause serious security breaches and even compromise a highly
sophisticated device. Keeping in view, we have focused on establishing techniques to
improve packet handling capacity of NIDS, this supports the detection engine to
process and analyze maximum traffic load.
8.1.1 Dynamic Cluster-based Adoption for high Performance
The main focus of the research was to establish a dynamic and scalable NIDS cluster
for high speed traffic analysis. We have implemented the cluster architecture on off
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the shelf hardware; load-balancer and comparator mechanisms were implemented on
more resourceful platforms. The cluster based concept is based on our research
conducted in IDS evaluation phase which identifies the incompatibility of off the shelf
hardware platforms to act as high speed NIDS. This has lead us to the development of
load balancer and cluster-based adoption in NIDS. The designed architecture provided
quality results in which the performance of Snort has been improved. We have
successfully analyzed traffic upto 4.0 GB and the results can be described as an
important milestone in this direction. The designed load-balancer creates the
impression of linking to a single node NIDS. The exchange of state information with
cluster nodes ensures scalability by accounting traffic handled by each node and
identifying the need of any additional one. The technique of observing CPU usage of
every node and activating primary and secondary switch over’s has also prevented
data loss. Finally, Comparator Logic which performed pool based comparison to
retrieve lost traffic found effective in restoring lost traffic which is then analyzed by
off line IDS. Snort has successfully supported our concept, the requirements of high
processing power, memory and adjustments in system configuration files were met
with success.
8.1.2 Intelligent Anomaly-based Filtration for High Performance
IADF has shown a significant improvement in overall system performance. Signaturebased Snort IDS was unable to detect major portion of the header-based anomalies in
the DARPA data-set. The incorporation of IADF has boosted the system performance
by making it raise its detection/ prevention level from 17% to 77% at 1.0 Gbps of
traffic bandwidth. The filtration concept used in IADF is meant to detect the traffic
abnormalities which otherwise gone undetected by Snort or in some situation may
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cause an processing load. The mechanism is also designed to achieve the performance
gains with minimal add-ons; we have achieved this by its implementation on off the
shelf hardware.
The test scenario is based on DARPA data-set; the selection of DARPA is based on
the need of an authenticated data source having well defined attack signatures for a
particular class of attacks. The threat of DoS attacks is still alive and active and is
considered as a highest priority by network security experts. Modeling of IADF
around DoS attack may get a favorable response from security experts. Provision of
periodic update to generate a normalized sample shall also be considered as a vital
achievement. We have tried to discuss the logic and implementation of IADF to give a
fair idea of the developed concept. We have also included some results from DARPA
data-set evaluation in support of it. The next phase of the research is to analyze the
IADF on real time network traffic, we have already published results on the
performance of IADF on DARPA data set and evaluating it on a real-time network is a
task to go.
8.2

Future Work

Our work provides in-depth understanding of the issues involved in high performance
NIDSs, the issues discussed are related to the traffic handling capability only. The
proposed techniques allow the systems to look entire network flow with minimal data
loss. There are several promising research directions open for the future; few are
outlined below:


Developing a high performance NIDS Interface.



Determining hardware scalability and performance.



Amplification of IADF concept.
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Fusion of Filtration and Detection concepts.



Modern day evasion detection.

8.2.1 High Performance NIDS Interface
We have implemented the load-balancer mechanism to allow Snort instances running
on multiple machines to handle specified traffic only (within the allocated Pool of IP
addresses). The load-balancer logic incorporates the technique to efficiently utilize the
cluster resources. Rules are formulated to make pools of IP tables to distribute the
traffic among cluster nodes. Each node has its specific pool of addresses, traffic from
these addresses is evaluated as primary or secondary targets. We have analyzed the
performance of our system on specific IP Pools, traffic originated from IP address not
within the Pool has been filtered or discarded. The effort can be extended to a realtime evaluation incorporating automatic creation of Pool of IP addresses not already
registered. High performance NIDS interface for real-time detection will be an
interesting research that can attract both academia and industry. The interface would
be a load-balancer distributing traffic to cluster nodes, it may operate on techniques
using fixed IP routing, variable IP routing, traffic based routing and protocol oriented
routing.
8.2.2 Determine Hardware Scalability and Performance
We have also observed the limitation in translating the MAC Address of each packet
and forwarding the stream on to the load-balancer for the traffic above 4.0 GB. The
concept can be further investigated for limited performance above 4.0 GB and
modifications/ adjustments could be made for better response. We have observed a
non responsive load-balancer for traffic exceeding 4.0 GB, analysis is still in progress
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and shall be covered in our future efforts.
Establishing a relationship between network traffic and number of IDS cluster nodes
for an efficient performance is also an interesting research area. Defining parameters
to identify number of nodes for a scalable response to network speed, type and will be
a good addition.
8.2.3

Amplify the Scope of IADF

We have not ascertained how correlations and burstiness which arises from the
interaction of specific types of network traffic impact the performance of IADF
mechanism. This may influence the phase of establishing normalized behaviour of the
filtration concept and cause performance change, this require further investigation.
The scope of filtration could also be extended to include R2L and U2R attacks, we
have not included these on account of IADF architecture which is based on headerbased contents evaluation. Present IADF implementation do not support the U2R and
R2L detection as these require in-depth content-based evaluation and we have left
these attacks for the IDS to detect. We have not included the impact on system
performance in the realm of U2R and R2L attacks once generated solely. This can be
ascertained in further research work and possibility of including U2R and R2L in
IADF implementation can be work out.
We are also inclined towards using Cluster-based adoption in support of IADF
implementation in which the first phase of the evaluation stage is dealt by IADF and
later IDS Cluster handles the left over traffic load. In order to provide a scalable
solution, possibility of multiple IADF can also be considered.
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8.2.4

Fusion of Filtration and Detection Concepts

It is very challenging to design and implement a mechanism for NIDS which can
handle all grades of network traffic thus allowing the system to have universal
detection quality. Mechanisms proposed in this thesis relate to the performance
enhancements of traffic handling capability of NIDS. We have not incorporated any
technique to boost the detection quality of system. The filtration mechanism used to
discard the anomalous traffic before the evaluation stage can be incorporated in
overall detection frame work. This will improve the detection statistics once overall
comparison is made.
We have implemented a mechanism as “Alert and IADF Matcher” in our work, this is
not a real time mechanism. Alerts logged by Snort and IADF detection logged are fed
to the Perl Script matcher to ascertain the overall performance. We intend
incorporating the logic in a real time situation to keep the pace with the recent
industrial developments.
8.2.5

Modern day Evasion Detection

Microscopically each packet contents for NIDS may vary significantly thus causing
an unpredictable traffic characterisation. This is also true for our proposed models in
which the packet headers are main contents for load-balancing and IADF filtration.
Modern day threats as carried out by professional criminals, application layer threats
which are undetected by current-day security detection implementation and new
categories of “low and slow” attacks that are at present mostly undetectable by
existing algorithms may cause performance degradation to our proposed systems. We
intend investigating the dynamic cluster based adoption and IADF implementation to
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modern day evasion techniques specifically in the context of Botnets and
Polymorphic evasion techniques and carry out necessary modifications.
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